DELTA KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNITY
Delta Chi Chapter at Cornell University
Office of the Alumni Historian
ΔΧ of ΔΚΕ Special Study #22: Chapter Finances, 1950-69
This study considers the post-WWII finances of the Delta Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon as
revealed in reports prepared by accounting and fund raising firms retained for the fraternity by
the Delta Chi Association, Chapter Meeting Minutes (CMM) and correspondence. Data from the
following entities is summarized:





T. B. Maxfield, Certified Public Accountant (First National Bank Building, Ithaca, NY
14850);
Francis E. Welch, Certified Public Accountant (506 N. Tioga St., Ithaca NY 14850);
Nixon-Austin-Ireland Corporation (33 North Seventh St., Stroudsburg PA); and
Delta Chi Association alumni treasurers reports, various.

Data spans the period when the Chapter’s finances collapsed and the Alumni managed transfer of
the lodge and ground properties to the University under the auspices of the Group Housing Plan.
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ΔKE Organization
The Cornell Dekes are comprised of two legal entities. Each maintains financial accounts. The
“Chapter and Alumni Operations Handbook, 2013,” provides details of the current arrangement
and may be viewed at http://hdl.handle.net/1813/33222.
The Chapter
The Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at Cornell University, chartered by the Delta Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity in 1870 and incorporated in New York State in 1883, hereafter referred to as
the “Chapter,” is the undergraduate body. The members who are registered as students in the
University are frequently called “the actives” in communications.
The Chapter is a tax exempt Social and Recreational Club in accordance with Title 26 U.S.C.
(Internal Revenue Code) §501(c)7. The employer identification number (EIN) is 15-0287600 and
the address of record is Ithaca NY per a group ruling letter issued to the Delta Kappa Epsilon
Council in January 1943.
Organizationally the Chapter administers itself in terms of (1) a Fraternity Department concerned
with rush, pledge training rituals and initiations, (2) a Curator’s Department that supervises the
lodge’s rooming and maintenance operations, (3) a Steward’s Department that runs the kitchen,
pantry and dining facilities, and (4) an Entertainment Department that schedules parties and
social functions. The Executive Committee consists of the Chapter’s president (Beta); the
treasurer (Custos or Kappa); the vice-president/house manager (Curator or Sigma) who heads the
Curator’s Department; and the Steward (Delta) who heads the Steward’s Department. The rush
chairman and pledgemaster (Pi) are nominally in charge of the Fraternity Department and the
social chairman heads the Entertainment Department. In practice, this organization is somewhat
fluid.
Prior to World War II the Chapter unfailingly elected brothers to serve as Kappa, but this office
disappeared when Deke was reactivated following the World War II closure of the lodge. The
office of treasurer did not reappear until 1955 when Brother Robert Louis Malatesta ‘55 was
elected to serve in this capacity.
Refer to “Articles of Governance: Effective and in Force on 29 January 2009” at
http://hdl.handle.net/1813/11800 for the Chapter’s Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, House
Rules and a historical description of how this organization developed over the years.
The Association
The Delta Chi Association, incorporated in New York State in 1888, is the alumni organization,
which for brevity we will call the “Alumni” or the “Association.”
The Association is a tax exempt public charity in accordance with Title 26 U.S.C. (Internal
Revenue Code) §501(c)3 per Internal Revenue Service Determination Letter DLN
#17053270016040 of 22 December 2000. The employer identification number (EIN) is 061444571 and the address of record is Ithaca NY. Refer to “ΔΧ of ΔΚΕ Special Study #15: Delta
Chi Association Articles of Governance” for the articles of incorporation and bylaws. This
document may be viewed at the following link: http://hdl.handle.net/1813/3419.
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During the post-WWII period the Association collected rents from the Chapter and used these
sums to pay bills for mortgage notes, insurance, local property taxes, school taxes, lodge
improvements, etc. There was generally little supervision or control of the Steward’s and
Entertainment Departments by the Alumni.
As simple as this may be, the correct names of the Chapter and Alumni entities rarely appear in
any of the financial records and it is likely that neither the undergraduates nor the alumni
troubled themselves with these distinctions. Monies and responsibilities moved between the two
corporations as required to stave off the demands of creditors, tax collectors, merchants and the
University.
Relationship to Cornell University
In 1950 when this study begins, the Deke House, i.e. the lodge at 13 South Avenue, was a
Leasehold Estate granted by the University to the Chapter by an Indenture of Lease dated 1
October 1893 that stipulated an initial term of fifty years with rights of renewal for two
subsequent terms of twenty-five years each. Thus the Chapter had only a temporary right to hold
and use this property that would eventually revert to full ownership by the University in 1993 if
all went well, but should “the conduct of the occupants of said Chapter House be or become
immoral, improper, illegal or reasonably objectionable” at any time the Cornell Administration
could close the fraternity and use the facility as it saw fit. There was also a noteworthy
prohibition in the 1893 lease: “No intoxicating liquors shall be kept for sale or use on said
premises, nor shall any gambling be allowed thereon.” See ΔΧ of ΔΚΕ Research Note #42:
Transcribed Documents, 1870 to Present (hereafter RN #42) for transcriptions of the original
lease and subsequent title transfers.
The general rules for fraternity business operations were announced by President Edmund E.
Day during a conference of fraternity representatives and University officials called by Dean of
Students Harold E. B. Speight, January 25 and 26, 1946.1
C. BUSINESS PRACTICE
1. It is recommended that all houses shall seek the assistance of a qualified accountant.
2. It is recommended that a report of the financial condition of each fraternity at Cornell
shall be filed semi-annually with a designated official of the University. It shall be the
responsibility of this official to review these financial reports and when action on these
reports is indicated, to forward them with recommendations to the Interfraternity
Alumni Association. Through that group, they should be forwarded to the alumni
associations of the individual chapters concerned.
3. It is strongly recommended that Cornell University assume responsibility for the
inspection of all fraternity houses with regard to proper sanitation, fire protection, and
general living conditions.

1

Cornell Alumni News, XLVIII, #3 (February 15, 1946), pp. 273-74: “Conference on Fraternities; Delegates Present
Program.”
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Reactivation of the Chapter
The undergraduate Chapter reactivated without access to the 13 South Avenue lodge as the 1945
fall term began. Brothers John Livingston Beersman [later Beers] ‘46 and Donald Martin Smith
‘46 rushed and pledged sixteen men. Of these fourteen, were initiated on 9 February 1946. The
undergraduates re-occupied the House, conducted an extraordinary spring rush and added seven
more men to the rolls who were initiated on 5 May 1946.
We know nothing about the financial condition of the Chapter or the Association during the
Nineteen-forties. No records of any kind have survived. Presumably the U.S. government had
been paying nominal rent for using the lodge as a barracks during wartime. These monies would
have been used by the Association to service the mortgage on the lodge, but there is no reason to
believe that any significant capital had accumulated.
The Alumni provided a degree of continuity during the war years and thereafter.
Presidents of the Delta Chi Association, 1945-1969
ΔX #

Name

CY

Life

Term

287 Joseph DeWitt Warner
730 L. Laverne Horton

1902

1881-1962

1928-1947

1941

1918-1958

1952

674 James Spencer Brown
824 Harold Marinus Warendorf

1937

1914-1975

1954-1955

1949

1928-1997

1955-1957

808 John Arthur “Jack” Krieger

1949

1924-2011

1958-1960

664 Harold Diodate “Bub” North, Jr.
837 George Nixon, Jr.

1936

1914-1990

1960-1962

1949

1926-2004

1962-1963

581 Thomas Washburn Hopper

1928

1907-1983

Sep1963-1971

We will piece together the story of Delta Chi’s descent into financial purgatory and eventual
return to solvency with three chronologies. The first (1946-1969) is constructed from Chapter
Meeting Minutes and a substantial body of correspondence that has survived. The second
overlapping chronology (1955-1958) is based on the financial statements of the Chapter’s first
known accountant, T. B. Maxfield, and the third (1958-1968) on the reports of the second
accountant, Francis E. “Judd” Welch. Taken as a whole this material explains the financial
disaster in terms of the causative factors: poor leadership in the chapter, a lapse in supervision by
the alumni, destructive behaviors, indifferent rush results, pledge defections, continuing arrears
and a breakdown in Chapter discipline.
The parallel story of the brotherhood’s academic misfortunes is related in ΔΧ of ΔΚΕ Special
Study #14: Scholastic Performance in the Post-WWII Deke House.
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Chronology I (1946-1969): Early Decline, Loss, Fundraising and Recovery
As we will see in the following saga, the financial circumstances of the House became so dire
during the late Nineteen-fifties that that the Alumni came to believe that the Chapter’s survival
could only be achieved if the University would accept full title of the property under the auspices
of the Group Housing Plan. We begin the story when the Chapter reactivates following World
War II.
10 Feb 1946― Brother John Ames Newman ‘43, acting as Brother Beta, presides over the first
recorded post-war Delta Chi chapter meeting. Sixteen brothers are present. Fourteen new
men have just been initiated into Delta Kappa Epsilon. Brother Jay Russell Geib, Jr. ‘44 is
elected as the new Beta. Elections of the remaining officers are deferred until October 1946.
(All items in this section are CMM unless otherwise noted.)
22 Mar 1946― The first post-war meeting of Kappa Beta Phi, the honorary drinking society of
Cornell, is held at the Deke House. Brother Jay Russell Geib, Jr. ‘44 is elected as president of
the organization. Brothers James Lovell Carr ‘44, Benjamin D. Beyea ‘44, John Livingston
Beersman ‘45, Donald Martin Smith ‘46 and Edward Livingston Feakes ‘49 are in
attendance.
Delta Chi Deke, X, #1 (May 1946), p. 4.

13 Jan 1947― A motion “to de-pledge Art Rose” carries. A motion “that Art Rose’s bill be sent
to him by mail within twenty four hours after he is de-pledged and that if he has not made
payment within ten days, Mr. Maxfield will be asked to take action to effect payment of his
past due bill” carries. This is the first recorded mention of the Chapter’s accountant.
T. B. Maxfield was a prominent member of Ithaca’s business community. He served as
Chairman of the Board, Tompkins County Chamber of Commerce, July 1951 to June 1952;
Director, Tompkins County Trust Company (now Tompkins Trust Company), 1958; and
President, Tompkins County Foundation (now the Legacy Foundation), April 1966 to March
1967.
12 Apr 1948― The chapter receives a letter from Brother John Frederick Nixon ‘24 “concerning
a rumor that there was too much drinking going on.” Delta Chi instructs Brother Robert
Conkling Phillips, Jr. ‘49 to “answer to this charge for the House” at the forthcoming
meeting of the Council of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Brother John Frederick “Jack” Nixon ‘24 (1902-1982) served as the Association’s treasurer
from 1933 to 1943 and as the Chapter’s Representative to the Council of Delta Kappa
Epsilon from 1943 to sometime after 1970. He obtained his LL.B from the Fordham
University School of Law on 15 October 1930 and practiced in New York City.
08 Nov 1948― Brother John Edward Rupert ‘49 (Beta) reads “the letter to be sent to alumni
requesting money. He also mentioned the House’s low scholastic standing.”
12 Apr 1949― Brother John Frederick Wolf ‘49 (Beta) proposes that a bylaw be enacted to
establish the Scholarship Committee. The current committee is tasked to compose a statute.
A motion to re-establish the Finance Committee is discussed.
01 Oct 1951― Brother Thomas Clark Borthwick ‘51 (Social Chairman) speaks to the
brotherhood “about the new student council which is cracking down on the fraternity parties
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and drinking. DKE House is one of the main offenders.” Brother Kenneth Allaire LaBarre
‘54 adds, “It is up to the House to try and correct itself before the University starts to make
the corrections.”
08 Dec 1951― Brothers Martin C. Blair ‘54 (1930-2007), Arthur McKee Semon ‘54 (19321984) and John McPherson Diggins ‘55 are arrested during the early morning hours and
taken into custody in Horseheads NY for stealing the statue of an American Indian from the
grounds of the Erie Railroad Station in Elmira. Erie Railroad officials declined to press
charges and the matter is referred to the Faculty Committee on Student Conduct after the
students agreed to pay the cost of repairs to the artwork.
Cornell Daily Sun, LXVIII, #71 (11 December 1951): “3 Cornellians Steal Statue.”
Cornell Daily Sun, LXVIII, #73 (13 December 1951): “Erie Officials Drop Student Theft Charge”

03 Mar 1952― Brother William Joseph Smithers ‘53 (Beta) presents “a report of an alumni
meeting up in Syracuse and commented that the two main problems that the alumni were
concerned about were, (1) one, we have an unusually large amount of arrears, $2,700 at one
point just recently, and (2) secondly, the physical condition of our House is extremely poor
and [the brothers] do little to take care of it. The amount of glass broke in one month was $54
which doesn’t speak well for us.”
25 Oct 1952― The Cornell University Board of Trustees authorizes the University Administration to contrive a Group Housing Plan to acquire at no cost residential properties of societies
affiliated with the University. This plan is established on 26 April 1952 and further amended
on 24 Jan 1959. (RN #42, 24 Jan 59).
22 Mar 1953― Brother Albert O. Trostel III ‘55 (House Manager) reports “that the House [is] in
a bad situation regarding I.F.C. regulations on the House financial report.” He asks “the
freshman class and the other brothers to pay their arrears.”
01 Nov 1954― A motion establishing a Finance Committee consisting of “the compets,
Steward, Social Chairman and [Chairman of the] House and Grounds [Committee]” carries.
Note: the “compets” were brothers who were competing for positions of leadership and
authority within the chapter.
03 Jan 1955― Articles 22, 23 and 24 of the Chapter Bylaws governing composition and duties
of the Finance Committee are declared null and void by the enactment of Article 43. The
composition of the Finance Committee is fixed to include “Brother Kappa as Chairman,
Brother Beta, [the] House Manager, Steward, Social Chairman, and all those competing for
the job of House Manager.” (CMM)
06 Jan 1955― Cornell Daily Sun, LXXI, #67 (6 January 1955), p. 1 (excerpt)
DKE Receives Penalty for Social Violations
By ROBERT T1MBERGER

Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity was given the maximum penalty of three months social
probation and a $250 fine for violation of the Interfraternity Council Bylaws concerning
moral conduct at parties, according to a release last night by Robert Keyes ‘54, chairman
of the IFC Judiciary Committee
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Probation will be effective through Apr. 5, 1955. In addition, there shall be a period of
co-operative planning during which the fraternity’s program shall be subject to the
informal supervision and approval of the IFC Steering Committee.
Meeting late Tuesday evening, the committee rendered its decision after hearing charges
that during Fall Weekend, Nov. 12-14, Delta Kappa Epsilon had violated Article VI,
Section 6 of the bylaws, which reads, “All parties shall be conducted in a manner
consistent with high moral standards.”
Complaints arising from the action of individual members and alumni of the fraternity
during the weekend had been lodged with the committee by numerous individuals in
November. At that time, the committee heard the case but postponed decision pending
further investigation of the charges, which was carried out for IFC by Proctor Lowell
George.
07 Jan 1955― Cornell Daily Sun, LCCI, #68 (7 January 1955). (excerpt)
Decision on DKE… IFC Increases Prestige
Interfraternity Council, with its fine and ban imposed on Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity,
has demonstrated once again that it is one of the few campus organizations with genuine
power to back up its decisions. This remains true in many fields of IFC activity despite
the haggling and red tape that finds its way into other fields.
10 Jan 1955― Brother Robert Louis Malatesta ‘55 is elected to serve in the office of Treasurer
(Kappa), a position that has been vacant since the Chapter deactivated for World War II.
May 1955― Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly (DKEQ), LXXIII, #2 (May 1955), p. 71 (excerpt)
The year 1954-55 has not been an easy one for Delta Chi of Delta Kappa Epsilon. With
deferred rushing starting next school year, the financial problems for the year to come
will not be small. We are unfortunately going into deferred rushing with a small
membership. In addition to these troubles, we were placed on social probation for three
months ending April 5.
We have done some important reshuffling of the business management of the house this
past year. A new financial committee was set up with the following ideas in mind: 1) to
provide better over-all supervision and co-ordination in the running of the house, 2) to
make a larger group in the house cognizant of financial matters, and 3) to set up a more
effective competition system for the job of house manager. Membership on the financial
committee consists of Brother Kappa as chairman; Brother Beta, house manager;
steward, chairman of house and grounds, and all those competing for the job of house
manager.
26 Sep 1955― Brother Arthur H. Mol ‘57 (House Manager) reports having met with Brothers
Harold Roland “Chic” LaBonte ‘26, Gillette and [the accountant] Maxfield. “It was
discovered that by mid-February, the budget would be $3,800 in the hole.” The brothers
discuss an austerity program to cut expenses and collecting the sum of $800 in unpaid House
bills that are owed by delinquent members.
24 Oct 1955― Brother Charles Amos Wood ‘54 complains that “Too many [of the brothers] are
busting [out of college].”
9

9 Jan 1956― Old Business. “Pledge Bruckner de-pledged because of financial difficulties, and
this started [discussion on] the old sore spot of working [for board]. Others will now or soon
want to work out. The House deficit is now $2,800. The House fixed costs are always more
than we pay toward them, and usually the Steward’s account excess helps. Thus, anybody
working out for meals hurts [the] House.” The Financial Committee vetoes the request of
Brother Vincent D. Riggio ‘58 to work out. “The past was cited, the present was stated, and
the future foreseen. All looked very poor.” The sophomores and juniors decide that Mr. Yaun
Sae Yang ‘59 is wanted as a boarder if “he will assume the big ash man’s job steadily.”
16 Jan 1956― “Brother Kappa [George Albert Nicholson III ‘56] told of last Thursday’s
financial committee meeting. DKE is doing a little less badly. The House accounts are up a
little, and the Steward’s account is down a little. We are now only $3,000 in the hole. $700
was [the] arrears total of the actives; it is now down to $300. Inactives still owe $1,500 in
arrears.
Mar 1956― The Treasurer [Nicholson ‘56] reports “on the results of [Delta Chi Association
President] Brother [Harold Marinus] Warendorf’s visit. As of the last statement, Delta Chi of
DKE is $5,000 in the hole. According to the Warendorf Decree, all of this, or at the least, a
very goodly portion, must be made up this spring.”
18 Feb 1957― Brother Ralph Ernest Hawes, Jr. ‘52 (Kappa) reports “that as of the first term, we
are $225 (roughly) in debt, but that if we collect the remaining old debts, we will be in good
condition.” (CMM).
6 Nov 1957― Brother Stephen Davis Bailey ‘56 (Beta) informs the brotherhood that Brothers
Jean Donovan Williamson ‘59, [Albert Palmer] Fisher ‘59 and Edward Philip Sheridan ‘59
were awarded $50 each from Brother Caesar Augustin Grasselli II ‘22 for outstanding
scholastic improvement. Brother Beta also informs the chapter “that the alumni gave us a
vote of confidence for kicking out of the House Brothers [James Andrew] Weschler ‘59,
[Svein Richard] Arber ‘59, [St. George Biddle] Duke ‘59, [Michael James] Crowley ‘59 and
[Mark Culhane] Rowland ‘59” and “that the alumni asked for their removal from the
National as well.” These brothers are subsequently referred to as “the exiled group.”
28 Feb 1958― The Chapter’s accountant (Maxfield) reports that uncollected arrears from actives
and bust-outs have peaked at $4,242.35. In the operating accounts liabilities exceed assets by
$8,107.47. (Feb statement).
15 Apr 1958― The Chapter fails to settle accounts with brothers in arrears by this deadline. (RN
#42, 2 May 58).
04 Aug 1958― The Executive Committee of the Association Board replaces T. B. Maxfield with
Francis E. “Judd” Welch as the Chapter’s accountant. (RN #42, 16 Sep 58).
15 Jan 1959― [Delta Chi Association President] Brother John Arthur “Jack” Krieger ‘49 meets
with Brothers Paul Joseph Kiely ‘50, LaBonte ‘26, University officials and the Chapter’s
active members in Ithaca. He finds that the Chapter is “at rock bottom on all fronts.” (RN
#42, Feb 59 as are the following three items).
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27 Jan 1959― Krieger returns to Ithaca with Brothers James McConnell “Jim” Clark ‘44 and
Latham Cawthra “Lath” Burns ‘51. “A straw vote [by the undergraduates] indicated that the
majority wanted to call it quits and we left the Deke House as dead.”
28 Jan 1959― Brother Stephen Davis “Steve” Baily ‘56 (Beta) calls Krieger “to say that fifteen
of them [the actives] had decided to fight and go through rushing. ”
30 Jan 1959― Brothers Clark ‘44, Burns ‘51, Donald “Don” Danenhower ‘17, Grasselli ‘22,
Laurence Stockton “Harry” Helffrich ‘23, Nixon ‘24, L. Laverne “Verne” Horton ‘41, Warendorf
‘49, James Cantine “Jim” Huntington, Jr. ‘49, Walton Sellors “Walt” Elliott ‘49, convene for an
emergency meeting of the Board of Directors called for by Krieger. At this meeting in New
York City they decide “that it would be virtually impossible to re-establish the House if it were
closed” and resolve to keep Deke alive at Cornell. The Board instructs Bailey ‘56 “to go full
steam ahead” with rush. (RN #42, 18 Dec 59).
18 Dec 1959― Brother George Nixon, Jr. ‘49 reports on “the arrears problem.” The chapter has
accounts in arrears totaling approximately $600.00 in arrears, of which $328.00 belongs to
Anderson M. Craig, Jr. 62. Craig is asked to leave the House until such time as he can settle his
account. The account of Brother Mario Federico Escudero, Jr. ‘60 is also found to be delinquent
to the amount of $125 (RN #42, 18 Dec 59).
19 Jan 1960― [Delta Chi Association President] Brother Harold Diodate “Bub” North, Jr. ‘36
informs Cornell President Deane Waldo Malott (1898–1996) by letter that the ΔKE Alumni have
voted that “that immediate steps should be taken to rebuild our fraternity to its former position of
prominence.” (RN #42).
16 Feb 1960― Brother Nixon ‘49 reports, “Not very good news. Thirty bids were handed out
Friday night and the boys only got four pledges. Three of these are Hockey Players.” (RN #42).
20 Feb 1960― Brothers LaBonte ‘26, North ‘36 and Nixon ‘49 meet with President Malott and learn
that the University will not buy back the lodge, but will provide advice on fundraising and assist
on “collection of accounts from active students.” (RN #42, 8 Sep 60).
20 May 1960― Stewart S. Howe of the STEWART HOWE ALUMNI SERVICE proposes a
fundraising plan for ΔKE. (letter).
23 May 1960― The Chapter considers giving those brothers who are living out of the House a
choice of either living in the lodge or being “thrown out of DKE.”
23 Apr 1960― Brother George Edwin Fox ‘61 (Beta) reports that, “we now have 11 pledges and 11
actives, with 17 men living in.” (RN #42)
28 Apr 1960 Brother Warren Titus Weber ‘62 (Kappa) states “that the reason we are in such
difficulty [regarding deficits in the House social account] is because last year [Brother Mario F.]
Escudero, Jr. ‘60 ran both Kappa Beta [Phi, the drinking society,] and the DKE social account at
the same time. He said that he kept two separate accounts, at least, on paper.”

25 Jun 1960― Brothers North ‘36, LaBonte ‘26, Gillette ‘12, Fox ‘62, David Sayle ‘43, Ian
Elliot (representing The Stewart Howe Alumni Service of New York, Inc.) and John
Summerskill (Vice President for Student Affairs, Cornell) meet at the Deke House to
consider the rushing program and financing alternatives.
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Regarding the fund-raising program for our house, and in keeping with the tax deductible
idea which was established some time ago, two different methods were discussed. The
first method would be that the fraternity house sell mortgage bonds. The alumni would
buy these bonds and then donate them to the Deke Foundation. According to The Stewart
Howe Alumni Service, this plan has already been successfully used at one or two
universities. However, there appears to “be several problems which would have to be
very seriously considered and ironed out ahead of tine if this plan were to work. In this
category would fall the interest that the House would have to pay and the legality of the
deduction.
The other plan is to turn the House over to the University Housing Program, which was
set-up several years ago and has now started to become quite popular with the fraternities
as a means of salvation in these days of high taxes, costs, etc. This plan has passed a very
thorough legal investigation and at present there are four fraternity houses at Cornell who
have joined the plan and there are eight other applications on file. The University is
currently having a legal battle with the city to make these properties tax-exempt. John
Summerskill feels that they will be successful in this legal effort.
John Henry Summerskill (1925-1990), Vice President for Student Affairs (1958-1966),
obtained his BA at McGill University and PhD at the University of Pennsylvania. He left
Cornell in 1966 to serve as the seventh president of San Francisco State University for two
years during a time of turmoil.
08 Sep 1960― To forestall IFC dismissal of the Chapter for not meeting minimal financial
condition, Brother LaBonte ‘26 advises T. B. Maxfield (the IFC auditor) that “our Alumni
Association will guarantee the obligations of the undergraduate chapter for the current school
year.” Maxfield writes of his acceptance of this guarantee on 21 September 1960. (RN #42).
02 Oct 1960― Brother Grasselli ‘22 writes to “Bub” North.
We have been advised of the progress made in disciplinary and scholastic endeavors
especially. I was horrified, to note in the September 8, 1960 issue of the Cornell Alumni
News that the Cornell Chapter of DKE had dropped from 59th place scholastically to 61st
— which is next to the bottom of the heap. Lord knows 59th place was bad enough but
we must be getting practically illiterate and failing in practically all accomplishments to
drop to this incredible, low position.
I am sure that you are as conscious of these deficiencies as I am and hope that action is
being, taken with the undergraduates to get our house in order. (RN #42).
03 Nov 1960― Cornell University President and Mrs. Malott dine with the brotherhood in the
lodge. Cf. Delta Chi Deke, February 1961, p. 2: “Report From The President.”
17 Dec 1960― The Association’s Board of Trustees votes to transfer title of the Cornell Deke
House to the University and join the Group Housing Plan at a meeting held at the New York
City offices of the DKE National Council. Brother North ‘36, Alumni President, leads the
effort to obtain this consensus.
Feb 1961― The Delta Chi Deke carries stories about the plans to join the Group Housing Plan
(“Chapter To Turn Over House Title To University”) and the anticipated renovations
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(“Report From The President”). “To aid the kitchen in its usual fight to keep in the black,
four law students were invited to eat at DKE. This has worked out quite well for all
concerned.” Cf. Appendix E.
11 Feb 1961― At a meeting in the Deke House the Association Board elects Brother Helffrich
‘23 to serve in the office of Vice President for Fundraising. He will direct the campaign to
solicit contributions for restoration of the lodge. Minutes (RN #42, 11 Feb 1961).
13 Feb 1961― Brother North, Jr. ‘36 (President, ΔXA) and Brother Bruce Davy Benson ‘61
(Beta) sign and submit an “Application for Participation in [the Cornell University] Group
Housing Program” of 26 April 1952 as amended on 24 January 1959, to the University.
Application (RN #42, 13 Feb 61).
13 Feb 1961― Brother LaBonte forwards the application to Meigs with a cover letter stating, “I
hope they [the CU Trustees] will understand that we are turning over a house to Cornell that
is assessed at $81,500.00 which represents 81% of true value as represented on the tax rolls
of the City of Ithaca. (RN#42)
20 Feb 1961 Brother Benson ‘61 (Beta) announces that “the House is already $4,300 in debt,
$300 more than previous estimates.”
06 Apr 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND proposes terms for a fundraising agreement with
ΔKE. See below for details concerning this firm.
07 Apr 1961― Brother North ‘36 forwards the draft fund raising agreement to Brother LaBonte
‘26, noting that an escape clause has been added that would allow DKE to cancel the
agreement at will.
17 Apr 1961―Walter G. Bruska ‘50, Director, Office of University Development, recommends
several minor changes to the fund raising agreement regarding the report of collections.
20 April 1961― The Executive Committee of the Cornell University Board of Trustees approves
of the Chapter’s amended application subject to conditions:
1) The house will be renovated to accommodate about thirty-six students; 2) The
fraternity will initiate a fund-raising campaign on behalf of the University to raise
$150,000 within the three year limit of the plan; 3) When sufficient funds have been
raised to cover the cost of the repairs needed on the house (estimated $40,000) the
University will take title to the house at 13 South Avenue and will designate it as a group
house; 4) Any funds raised beyond those necessary will be applied toward renovation of
the house and for future maintenance; 5) The group housing lease form previously
approved by the Board will apply to Delta Kappa Epsilon; and 6) if the fraternity fails to
raise the funds in the necessary three years, all the funds that have been raised will be
forfitted [sic] to the University and will be applied to other dormitory uses. (Ex. Com.,
4/20/61, pp. 4021-22).
26 Apr 1961― Brother North ‘36 forwards a revised NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND services
agreement dated 24 April 1961 to Bruska for signature. Bruska forwards the agreement to the
University Counsel with a recommendation for approval on the following day. (RN #42).
29 Apr 1961― Bruska writes to Neal R. Stamp, Secretary of the Board of Trustees, concerning a
request of Brother North ‘36 for an amendment to the Group Housing Plan agreement to the
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effect that DKE would obtain the benefit of any future changes to the plan. On 2 May 1962 a
reply from Stamp reveals that the Executive Committee took up the matter and “refused to
grant any such special concession.”
30 Apr 1961― The Chapter’s accountant, Francis E. Welch, reports “Outstanding bills of
chapter total $5,020.71. Cash in the bank is $157.68, cash in savings account $277.09.”
02 May 1961― Brother North ‘36 writes to Stamp expressing a strong desire that the Group
Housing agreement include the following clause. (RN #42).
Should the Group Housing Plan be altered in the reasonable future in such a way as to
provide any benefits to the joining fraternity in so far as practical the same benefits would
then be given to Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Brother North points out that such a clause would appeal to the chapter’s alumni within the
context of the fund raising drive by demonstrating that the best terms were obtained for the
chapter.
08 May 1961― Brother William Carsen Hinds ‘61 (Sigma) announces the retention of a new
houseman by the name of “Charlie.” Brother Cowles announces “that due to the financial
situation, DKE cannot have a faculty picnic.” Mr. William V. Nixon of NIXON-AUSTINIRELAND reports that fund raising activities have commenced.
21 May 1961― A motion that “there be no paid jobs [for brothers] except [for the office of] the
Steward which is [compensated with] full board” carries. “Brother Sigma [Hinds ‘61]
announces that there will be no more soap.”
23 May 1961― The University objects to the proposed fund raising Subscription Form because
it neglects to state that $40,000 must be paid to the University “to activate the DKE Group
Housing application” and that it fails to “advise the donor that his gift will be forfeited to the
University for use in the regular dormitory system in the event that sufficient funds are not
raised for the first stage of the rehabilitation program .” (RN #42).
30 May 1961― The University advises NIXON AUSTIN IRELAND regarding its objections to
the Subscription Form, specifically the requirement that the first $40,000 be in cash and that
this entire sum is subject to forfeiture .
Jun 1961― Brother North ‘36 seeks authority to borrow $5,000 to pay obligations of the
Association accounts. A bank loan is subsequently obtained.
30 Jun 1961― The Chapter’s accountant (Welch) reports that with assets of $3,469.20 and
liabilities of $22,520.06, the Chapter’s operating shortage has peaked at $19,050.86.
5 Jul 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND provides a campaign plan for DKE Area Chairmen.
(letter).
17 Jul 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND bills Cornell University for $4,429.11, a sum that
includes the $3,000 that was due on 1 July .
15 Sep 1961― The University’s Delta Kappa Epsilon Group Housing Fund has a balance of
$4,613.51 (Ex. Com., 9/15/61, p. 4122).
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2 Aug 1961― Brother LaBonte ‘26 (ΔXA Treasurer) signs a three month promissory note for
$5,000 from the Tompkins County Trust Company.
10 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND is advised by Brother North ‘36 that the results of
the campaign have been disappointing and that there is some friction with the Leadership
Gifts Campaign .
11 Aug 1961― Brother Latham C. Burns ‘51 effort to obtain a Canadian tax deduction for a gift
to DKE fails.
15 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND reports that solicitations to two hundred Dekes
were mailed in the past week and that “Kickoff Meetings” had recently been held in Ithaca,
Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo and Albany.
21 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND offers to extend their service without cost and
identifies Brother George Butler Storer, Jr. ‘22 in Miami as an important prospect that Caesar
Grasselli is working on.
22 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTINIRELAND asks if the University would object to receiving
gifts from friends of Dekes . The University responds with an objection to any solicitation
directed to Cornellians who are not Dekes and reiterates the policy that “regarding the (DKE)
Group Housing Fund, gifts to this program should be considered as over and above the
normal annual contributions which the alumni are making to Cornell.” (RN #42).
23 Aug 1961― Bruska notes, “We still have not received the substantial number of gifts that I
am sure had been the hope of both the Fraternity and the N.A.I. Firm as of this date, but
hopefully after the many successful meeting [sic] which have been reported the results will
be coming forth subsequently.” (RN #42).
25 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND bills Cornell University for $3,980. The
cumulative sum billed in the campaign is $6,980 of which $3,000 has been paid by the
University.
15 Aug 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND reports that solicitations to two hundred Dekes
were mailed in the past week and that “Kickoff Meetings” had recently been held in Ithaca,
Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo and Albany.
05 Sep 1961― The University advises NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND that payment is being
withheld on the billing of $3,980 until there are sufficient funds in the gift account to cover
the charge. Gifts of $4,643.51 are recorded so far. As billed expenses to date have been
$6,980, the campaign is currently running at a loss of $2,336.
28 Sep 1961― The Steering Committee of the ΔKE Fund Raising Drive meets in New York
City. The difficult of obtaining gift pledges during the summer months is discussed.
01 Oct 1961― The Steward reports that “our financial expenses [for the dining service] are
$1,300 per month. We are losing $300 each month on the House account. We need, and have
room for, about four more bodies. The houseman only works half time. Our new cook seems
to be doing a terrific job, so this is the angle we should stress [for rushing] ―fine food.”
02 Oct 1961― Brother North ‘36 comments on the progress achieved by NIXON-AUSTINIRELAND.
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In fairness to them I can appreciate that they have considerable out-of-pocket money
involved and necessarily have to have some income to keep their operation going
satisfactorily. Their statement of September 26, 1961, although it takes up an enormous
amount of what we have raised, seems to be in order. I cannot feel that there is any doubt
but what they will see this thing through to a finish without further fee after the
commitment they made to us at the meeting. Therefore, in so far as I can judge, it seems
in order that you take care of them financially as you think appropriate.
03 Oct 1961―The University again advises NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND that payment is being
withheld on the billing until there are sufficient funds in the gift account to cover the charge.
The total cumulative balance due to has now reached $8,742.20.
The Campaign Director reports progress.
While campaign progress has not been as rapid as we expected, cur-rent reports are
encouraging. We are beginning to receive reports of activity and of gifts from area
chairmen. This is one phase of the campaign that should be able to complete itself within
the next few weeks. Secondly, the level of gifts that have been reported is exceptionally
good. Gifts reported average nearly $1000 per gift. The problem is that only twenty-two
(22) gifts have been reported. All Steering Committee members and all area chairmen
need to work towards maintaining this level of giving. As of this date $19,480 has been
reported.
18 Oct 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND acknowledges receipt of $2,500 from the
University and states, “if we can ever get some of the Dekes off dead center, we may yet be
successful.”
21 Oct 1961― The Delta Chi Association conducts a meeting at the House “to evaluate the
progress of the present fund program.” Bruska attends and announces “that the University
would not pay any further bills incurred by the NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND firm which is
assisting this fraternity group with their fund program until such time as greater indication of
successful effort was produced.” A member of NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND is also present
at this meeting.
14 Nov 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND reports that $6,478.56 is now due to them.
16 Nov 1961― The DKE Steering Committee meets at the DKE Council Room of the Yale Club
in New York City to discuss the fund raising campaign. Bruska and Clair E. Austin, Sr., of
NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND attend. Bruska later reports that “all were in agreement that the
success to date was disappointing and that we would take aggressive and immediate action to
try to establish a successful fund program for Delta Kappa Epsilon.”
20 Nov 1961― Brother North ‘36 speaking for the fraternity, states “that we were completely
dissatisfied with Gene Austin’s efforts and considered him a ‘lightweight’ at best. North goes
on to suggest dropping NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND and finding another firm to deal with.
28 Nov 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND complains that “the lack of leadership [amongst
the DKE alumni] is frightening” and is the “cause of all of our difficulties.” The firm goes on
to state that only Tom Hopper ‘28, George Stothoff ‘38 and John Krieger ‘49 have been of
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any assistance, and that “Hal North in Cleveland has done almost less than nothing up to this
point.”
29 Nov 1961― The University asks DKE “to make a decision” regarding termination of
NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND .
30 Nov 1961― The Chapter’s accountant, Francis E. Welch, reports “Keep up the good work. It
has been a long time since you had a profitable month.”
01 Dec 1961― NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND reports that 49 donors have subscribed a total of
$24,640, six members of the DKE Steering Committee have not yet made their gifts, only 25
of 144 Dekes targeted as “Special Gift prospects” have given, and only four of eighteen
campaign districts (Fairfield County CT, Trenton NJ, Binghamton NY and Massachusetts)
could be considered to be “complete.”
NIXON AUSTIN IRELAND reports that “some of the local businessmen have been
inquiring about payment.” The University responds with a letter stating that “further expense
and fee payments be withheld until this final decision [regarding termination] has been
reached .”
12 Dec 1961― The Stroudsburg PA office of WESTERN UNION wires the University
requesting payment for $48.39 in telegrams sent on behalf of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND proposes a plan for continuing the campaign.
19 Dec 1961― Brother Martin Edward Ness ‘64 (Beta) writes a bitter letter to William Nixon of
NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND complaining about his failure to meet with the brotherhood
during his 11 December visit at Cornell and further stating that “we can see no way short of
engaging another firm to make it [the fund drive] a success .” Nixon later apologizes for this
oversight.
03 Jan 1962― Bruska complains about repeated billings by NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND
26 Jan 1962― Brother Helffrich ‘23 addresses a fun raising instruction letter to one member of
each class beginning with Brother Alden Little ‘02 and concluding with Brother Michael W.
Milmoe ‘58.
1 Feb 1962― The DKE National office bills the chapter for $300 covering annual dues ($10 per
member) and initiation fees ($30 per initiate) plus an additional $37.50 for 50 pledge
manuals delivered two years earlier.
19 Feb 1962― Charles Warwick, Assistant Dean of Students, addresses the alumni in New York
City and presents data on finances, academic performance and the physical condition of the
lodge. See Appendix C for a financial statement covering the years 1959, 1960 and 1961. See
RN #42 for his analysis.
Charles Warwick Address to Delta Chi Alumni, February 19, 1962 (Dinner Meeting at Seventh Regiment Mess,
66th Street and Park Avenue, NYC).

Dr. Charles E. Warwick (1926-2010), Assistant Dean of Students for Fraternities (19601964), continued his career at the University of Illinois after leaving Cornell.
20 Feb 1962― Brother Helffrich ‘23 proposes a re-targeting of prospective donors following a
ΔKE dinner in New York City.
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14 Mar 1962 The Women’s Student Government Assembly “votes overwhelmingly to remove
senior women’s curfews.” This will eventually lead to the end of all curfews by the spring of
1969.
Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXV, #67 (16 December 1968): “Curfew Chronology.”
Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXV, #67 (16 December 1968): “Abolition of Frosh Curfews Concludes Six-Year
Trend.”

15 Mar 1962― The Office of the City Chamberlain, Ithaca NY, bills the D.K.E. Alumni
Association $1,769.29 for school tax. The Chapter’s accountant reports, “Can’t pay this.”
18 May 1962― The University’s Delta Kappa Epsilon Group Housing Fund has a balance of
$11.562.34 (Ex. Com, 5/18/62, p. 4317).
18 Sep 1962―The brotherhood conducts a thorough inquiry into the state of accounts of each
member in arrears to the chapter. Delta Chi finds itself in a serious financial hole.
Disciplinary actions are taken against actives and alumni who are more than one hundred
dollars in arrears due to the chapter.
26 Nov 1962― Brother Nixon ‘36 asks Stamp by letter to reduce the $40,000 application fee for
the Group Housing Plan to $30,000 noting that ΔKE has collected $31,726.98 in cash and
pledges of $44,785.98.
03 Dec 1962― Stamp advises Cornell officials (Burton, Warwick and Bruska) that Cornell
Trustee Francis Harley Scheetz ‘16 (1894-1968) recommended rejection of the Nixon
proposal and that Scheetz thought that ΔKE was “a very poor bet for ever completing the
ultimate campaign goal of $150,000.”
19 Dec 1962― Stamp advises Brother Nixon ‘36 that the ΔKE petition for relief of the $40,000
application fee has been denied.
31 Jan 1963― Brother Nixon ‘49 complains that NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND has been
overpaid and suggests the final billing of $1,500 be reduced. W. V. Nixon acknowledges the
final payment of $1,000 on 11 February 1963.
18 Mar 1963― The Cornell Interfraternity Alumni Association duns the Association for unpaid
dues.
To date, your Fraternity, DELTA KAPPA EPSILON, has not paid their 1960/61 1961/62 - and 1962/63 Assessment amounting to $225.00 to the Cornell Interfraternity
Alumni Association. This bill is now long past due and your Association sorely needs
this money in order to carry on its work of presenting the Fraternity Alumni views to both
the University Administration, Faculty and the undergraduate body.
22 Mar 1963― Brother North ‘36 forwards the Cornell Interfraternity Alumni Association bill to
Brother Nixon ‘49 with the comment.
I personally think this is an absolutely worthless organization but I am forwarding this
letter to you for whatever action you might wish to take. I’d be damned if I would do
anything about it until we have everything firmly worked out for the future and then only
if we saw a benefit to us.
10 May 1963― Warwick addresses a memorandum to Neal R. Stamp:
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Yesterday I checked the balance in the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity building fund and
found that $57,720.90 has been pledged; actual gifts made and interest income amounts
to $50,833.92, Out of the money turned in, $11,817.29 has been taken out for expenses.
As far as the Development Office can determine, there are no outstanding expenses at
this time. This leaves a balance of $39,016.63. George Nixon is holding a check for $700
and Chick LaBonte has promised to add a $500 check to the total. This extra $1,200 in
gifts puts the Delta Kappa Epsilon fund over $40,000. (RN #42)
08 Jun 1963―The Executive Committee votes to accept the Chapter into the Group Housing
Plan. “The D.K.E. Group Housing Fund has a balance of $44,085.69 available for
rehabilitation of the property.” (Ex. Com., 6/8/63, p. 4591).
18 July 1963― The Chapter conveys title for the lodge and grounds to the University. (RN #42,
18 Jul 1963; Tompkins County Liber 446 (Deeds), pp. 644-5, recorded 22 Aug 1963.).
16 Oct 1963― Brother Charles Allen Graves ‘63 (Beta) “raises the question of whether we
should have our picture in The Cornellian. Brother Graves recommends [that] we pinch
pennies and not have it done. Brother [Kenneth Robertson] Stiles ‘64 suggests we use divine
means to dupe the Cornellian [staff] and get our pictures taken without paying. Brother
[Thomas Priest] Linville ‘64, as defender of House morality, objects on principle. He is
overpowered by the mob.”
29 Oct 1963― “Brother Beta raised [the] question of who would be the House representative to
the Deke Convention in Tennessee over Christmas. Brother Graves ‘63 reiterated the
financial condition of the House and suggested that we are in no position to finance even our
delegate’s registration fee. Brother [George Edwin] Fox ‘61 suggested [that] we elect a
delegate anyway and let him shift for himself as far as expenses are concerned. Brother
[William Woodruff] Perrett ‘65 suggested [that] he hitch a ride on December 25 with a
certain Brother Claus who will be heading in that direction.”
08 Nov 1963― In a letter to the Board, Brother Hopper ‘28 notes, “We also have the matter of a
loan of $4,500 from the bank this fall to pay off past debts long overdue. The money was
borrowed by the active Chapter with Brother LaBonte’s personal endorsement.” Hopper
continues, “As far as building up our DKE Group Housing Fund, you perhaps already know
that we raised $59,000 in our campaign, although a portion of this went to the fund raising
agency that was employed. There was no way in which we could avoid paying them in spite
of the fact that we fell far short of our goal of $150,000.”
15 Nov 1963― In a solicitation letter to the alumni, Brother Hopper ‘28 explains:
In our campaign to raise money to rebuild the DKE House at Cornell we received
$59,000 from 154 alumni contributors. These gifts were made to Cornell University ―
DKE Housing Fund, and were sufficient to permit Cornell University to take title to the
property and to start the rebuilding program.
Since taking title to the house, the University has contracted for the installation of a new
roof and for copper work on the valleys, gutters and spouting. They have repaved the
yard and roadways and insulated the attic. There also appears to be enough money for
replacing the heating, plumbing and electrical systems. These are necessary
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improvements but unfortunately they do not contribute to improving the appearance of
the house.
In our campaign, we are short of our goal by a considerable amount, not because those
giving were not generous as the average of all gifts is $400, but mainly because
approximately 400 of our 550 living alumni failed to respond in any degree.
06 Jan 1964― A motion “that the House make available two full room and board jobs to
prospective pledges this February, the board portion to be covered by jobs in the kitchen, and
the room portion by working either on the furnace or some other commensurate job around
the house” carries.
07 Feb 1964― Warwick discloses his views on social conduct in fraternities to the Dean of
Students.
Fraternities, like all other segments of the University community, will have problems in
the social area as long as the University follows the philosophy of maximum
opportunities with minimum standards. What I mean is that students are given maximum
opportunity to get into various kinds of difficulties with absolutely no stated standards to
guide them in these situations. Although in some ways the fraternity system is the most
conservative segment on campus in respect to social rules and regulations, the
opportunities for debauched behavior are endless. The combination of free flowing
liquor, free access to bedrooms by mixed couples, and no chaperones is an open
invitation for trouble. It is becoming increasingly apparent that many fraternities on
campus will have somewhere between five and ten members who do not have sufficient
maturity to deal with these opportunities in a mature and/or discreet manner. Within the
past year we have had two or three examples of really immoral behavior which would do
credit to a Roman orgy.
Although I am saying nothing new, it would appear that the University officials will
either have to say that what a student does outside the classroom is of absolutely no
concern to them, or they are going to have to recognize that many things are occurring
which need to be corrected as soon as possible. Assuming that the University does feel it
has some concern for students outside the classroom, I would recommend that no girls be
permitted anywhere in a fraternity house except in the common areas, that some type of
minimum controls be put on the consumption of alcohol, that a somewhat detailed
standard of behavior be promulgated among the various interested segments in the
University community, and that a dedicated effort would be made to instill within the
attitudes of Cornell students a real desire to live by these standards.
Dr. Charles E. Warwick, Assistant Dean of Students, SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT (June, 1963 - February, 1964)
Submitted to Dean Stanley Davis, Dean of Students, February 7, 1964.

16 Mar 1964― Brother Thomas W. Hopper ‘28 kicks off a second fundraising campaign with a
letter to the Brotherhood:
In our previous campaign we raised $45,000, net after paying the fund raising
organization, and this money is presently being used for work of highest priority need.
We have installed a new roof, copper conductors, insulation of attic, storm windows, and
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paving. We have sufficient funds and are contracting for plumbing, heating, and electrical
changes.
Unfortunately, such items do little to improve the interior appearance of the building and
we need complete refinishing and modernization of downstairs rooms and upstairs
studies. In most cases this requires new floors, stairs, ceilings, furnishings and floor
coverings. The cost of these items will be about $55,000, making a total Investment of
$100,000 needed for putting the house in a livable, trouble-free condition.
05 June 1964― The University grants a lease to the Chapter allowing occupation and use of the
lodge. (RN #42).
The rent is calculated on the basis of (1) projected maintenance costs with materials and
labor supplied by or at the direction of the University and (2) the sum of $200 per year.
Maintenance includes any structural repairs, renovation, improvement or equipment
replacement that does not add residential capacity to the lodge.
20 June 1964― The following data is presented at the annual Association meeting in Ithaca.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
DKE HOUSING FUND DRIVE
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
JULY 1, 1964
Gift Size
$6,000+
4,000-6,000
3,000-4,000
2,000-3,000
1,500-2,000
1,000-1,500
800-1,000
600-800
500-600
400-500
300-400
200-300
100-200
0-100
Total

No. of
Donors
2
1
2
2
6
11
1
4
6
7
22
13
37
54
168

Amount 1st
Campaign to
Jan 1, 1964

Amount 2nd
Campaign to
July 1, 1964

$12,000
2,100
6,000
2,500
6,250
9,900
800
2,100
1,800
2,760
6,150
2,250
3,490
1,480
$59,580

$1,500
2,100
500
2,000
2,600
1,300
350
1,200
220
500
550
750
350
$13,920

Both
Campaigns
$13,500
4,200
6,500
4,500
8,850
11,200
800
2,450
3,000
2,980
6,650
2,800
4,240
1,830
$73,500

Strength of the house this spring has been: 10 Freshmen, 12 Sophomores, 3 Juniors, 4
Seniors [and] 1 Graduate Student. There were three members in the graduating class, and
one senior will become a 5th year student next term. The strength of the house in the fall
is expected to be 25 members, all living in. This includes several men who are returning
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after a year’s absence. It is expected that the fall rushing will also add four or five
members to the above number.
[Association] Cash on hand as of June 30, 1963 and receipts during the year amounted to
$6, 466. 33. Disbursements during the year were $6,414. 30, leaving $52.03 cash on hand
as of June 30, 1964. Accounts and notes payable as of June 30, 1963 were $7,499.75. All
of the accounts payable were paid and the total indebtedness as of June 30, 1964 was
reduced to $6,281. This includes $5,250 on notes payable to the Tompkins County Trust
Company and $1,031 on loan from Harold R. LaBonte.
Brother LaBonte stressed two important points in his report: (1) the need for having the
undergraduate chapter at full strength so that it can continue self-sustaining, and (2) the
importance of increasing revenues from alumni dues. This year there were 136 alumni
paying dues out of a total alumni body of 560. If the number of dues paying alumni can
be doubled or tripled, we will be able to retire our notes and loans, which were all created
in the past, within a much shorter period and have additional funds for improvements. He
urged a vigorous dues subscription program for this fall.
14 Jul 1964― Brother Thomas W. Hopper ‘28 writes to LaBonte ‘26:
The second campaign for the DKE Housing Fund is nearly completed and this is a good
time to let you know what the results have been. As of July 1st we have raised $13, 920
in our second drive as compared to $59,580 in the first drive.
Aug 1964― Brother LaBonte ‘26 (ΔXA Treasurer) reports the combined alumni and chapter
operations for the last fiscal year showed a net profit of $52.03 and indebtedness was reduced
by $1,218.75 to the present $6,281 as of 30 June 1964.
22 Nov 1965― A discussion of House finances reveals that “if we don’t get more than seven
pledges it won’t be good next year.”
Winter 1967― The Delta Chi Deke reports “The library fireplace, rendered unusable last winter
by age and a sagging foundation, is in the process of receiving a thorough face lifting, and we
look forward to welcoming the first snow with a roaring fire.” See Appendix E.
Jan 1969― Brother Warren Howard Bales, Jr. ‘68 (Kappa) reports, “The Deke House is
continuing to maintain the solid financial position which has marked the past several years of
operation.” See Appendix E.
06 May 1969― The Cornell Daily Sun reports that the National Organization of Women (NOW)
is petitioning Gannet Clinic to dispense The Pill to coeds on request.
Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXV, #135 (6 May 1969): “Coeds & Pills.”

John Komaromi
The Chapter had one long-term employee during this period who warranted a pension on
retirement. John Komaromi (b. 18 Feb 1887 at Kisinbari, Hungary, d. Nov 1966, age 79, SSN:
072-03-4904) served for 36 years as the Chapter’s Houseman, retiring in January 1955. These
financial records disclose that a pension fund was set up for Komaromi that was depleted some
six years before his death.
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Chronology II (1955-1958): Maxwell Statements for the Chapter Accounts
By the mid-Forties a Certified Public Accountant, T. B. Maxfield (First National Bank Building,
Ithaca NY), was retained to prepare proper monthly statements for the Chapter and annual
statements for the Alumni accounts. He also served as auditor for the Interfraternity Council.
There was dual reporting in the case of the Alumni accounts in that both the Delta Chi
Association treasurer and the professional accountant reported financial conditions during certain
years.
The dated Maxfield monthly Chapter reports were formatted on two preprinted 8½ x 13” forms
structured as follows.
1. “Statement of Financial Condition.”
a. Reserve accumulated for future needs: Realizable Assets minus Obligations (if
positive, otherwise blank).
b. Shortage of funds for present needs: Obligations minus Realizable Assets (if
positive, otherwise blank).
c. Realizable Assets (the sum of cash, inventories of food and fuel supplies, special
deposits and dues from various sources).
d. Obligations (the sum of accounts payable to merchants and set asides for rent,
interest on mortgagees, taxes, National dues, convention expenses, social account
expenses and pension fund reserve).
e. Uncollected Accounts.
f. Budget Comparisons (budget/actual counts of brothers paying for meals, dues and
rooms, and budget/actuals costs per man per day for meals.
g. Comment. This was a terse sentence or two providing clear warnings from the
accountant whenever coming ruin was perceived.
2. “Income and Expense Statement.”
a. Steward Account.
b. House Account.
c. Other Income (Fines or service charges forfeited by members)
d. Other Expenses and Losses
e. Profit (or Loss) on basis of billed income.
f. Increase (or decrease) in Accounts Receivable
g. Profit (or Loss) on Basis of Income Collected
On occasion there was a third typed sheet listing arrears for undergraduates, recent graduates and
alumni, all by amount and name.
Reviewing the T. B. Maxwell Chapter reports for the period June 1955 to April 1958 we note the
following
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The Steward Account income came exclusively from board charges. Expenses comprised
the usual for food, supplies, wages for the cook and help, and $200 per month to the
Alumni ($1,600) as rent for use of the kitchen, pantry and refectory facilities.



The House Account income came from undergraduate membership dues and room rents.
Expenses included fraternity items (convention travel, meeting paraphernalia, etc.),
laundry, utilities (heat, light, telephone, etc.) and $600 per month to the Alumni ($4,800)
as rent for use of the lodge.



The pension fund for the Houseman, loyal John Komaromi, was funded by whatever
surplus the Steward or House Accounts generated. This pension fund reserve was listed
as an obligation on the report’s Financial Condition sheet.



References to Entertainment Department (Social) income and expenses appear on the
Financial Condition statement, but often in an inconsistent and mysterious way.



Arrears began at $2,286.98, surged to $4,242.35 in 1958 and subsided only slightly to
$3,864.64 at the close of that year’s spring term. During the same period the assetliability deficit rose from $759.95 to a staggering $8,015.80. This put the Chapter nearly
a full year into the hole.

Looking at affairs from the perspective of the Alumni accounts we see an orderly flow of income
from the Chapter (rent), alumni dues and disbursements to pay taxes, insurance, debt service,
lodge repairs, furniture, land rent to the University, postage, Cornell IFC dues, and services from
the Stewart Howe Alumni Service. This balance became undone by extraordinary payments back
to the Chapter to cover operating losses: $4,951.94 (summer 1961) and $4,970 (1962). The
differences were covered by loans and gifts.
Table 1: Financial Condition During the Maxfield Accounting Period (1955-1958)
Date

Assets

Liabilities

30-Jun-55 10,019.01 10,778.96
31-Oct-55 11,280.39 14,149.71
31-Jan-56 7,873.09 12,043.22
29-Feb-56 7,810.29 13,479.75
31-Mar-56 7,469.41 13,376.51
30-Apr-56 8,363.59 14,036.47
30-Jun-56 6,038.52 8,688.23
31-Oct-56 6,863.87 10,254.49
30-Nov-56 7,380.41 10,541.69
31-Dec-56 7,331.72 10,491.98
31-Jan-57 7,350.44 10,550.16
28-Feb-57 7,542.67 11,733.37
30-Mar-57 9,031.82 11,422.14
30-Apr-57 12,230.59 14,477.44

Equity

Arrears

Full
Board

Full Dues

Rooming

-759.95
-2,869.32
-4,170.13
-5,669.46
-5,907.10
-5,672.88
-2,649.71
-3,390.62
-3,161.28
-3,160.26
-3,199.72
-4,190.70
-2,390.32
-2,246.85

2,286.98
1,589.86
1,722.49
1,813.74
1,924.50
1,909.51
2,037.60
900.69
954.79
1,202.59
1,417.33
2,561.27
1,827.45
1,726.80

47/34
23/25
23/22
23/22
32/31
32/36
32/34
24/26.5
24/26.6
24/26
24/28
40/43
40/40
40/38

53/38
27/27
27/28
27/21.5
35/38
35/39
35/34
30.5/31.5
26/27
26/26
26/28
45.5/46.5
45.5/45
45.5/46

32/27
22/22
22/20
22/18
17/15
17/16
17/16
27/28
27/29
27/28
27/28
24/24
23/23
24/22
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30-Jun-57
31-Oct-57
30-Nov-57
31-Dec-57
31-Jan-58
28-Feb-58
31-Mar-58
30-Apr-58
30-Jun-58

8,628.10
7,091.44
6,287.22
5,949.83
5,853.55
5,144.11
5,615.90
8,079.17
3,778.27

10,548.84
10,632.75
10,227.30
11,422.76
11,546.41
13,253.58
13,587.15
16,094.97
9,281.78

-1,920.74
-3,541.31
-3,940.08
-5,472.93
-5,692.86
-8,109.47
-7,971.25
-8,015.80
-5,503.51

1,363.65
1,857.80
2,595.00
3,315.67
3,121.05
4,242.35
4,129.57
3,864.64
1,882.10

40/38
23/24
23/23
23/20
23/20
23/20
38/30
38/33.5
38/22

45.5/44
26/25.5
26/27
26/25
26/22
26/21
42/33.5
42/37
42/31

24/18
20/20
20/21
20/20
20/20
20/18
20/14
20/13
20/14

Arrears are uncollected accounts from members, pledges and alumni.
The Full Board, Full Dues and Rooming numbers are Budget/Actual.
A good understanding of the Chapter’s financial problem may be had from Maxwell’s comments
at the bottom of most Statement of Financial Condition forms. These are reproduced below with
the fund shortages and members’ arrears.
30-Jun-1955 Shortage: $759.95
Arrears: $2,286.98 “You need the cash due from
members accounts. The loss of members during the year reduced the income far
below the amount needed to pay the normal operating expenses.”
31-Oct-1955 Shortage: $2,869.32 Arrears: $1,589.86 “Dining room income does not
reflect any recovery of extra food costs for football weekends, but after making
reasonable ounces for these your food costs are still astronomical. You must
reduce these costs and recover some of this loss. When are you going to assess for
the wedding gifts purchased on June 3, 1955 in the amount of $93.50? Member’s
accounts must be paid promptly if you are to have cash to pay your debts. You
must also make more effort to collect the balances due from recent alumni.”
31-Jan-1956

Shortage: $4,170.13 Arrears: $1,722.49 “You should take immediate steps to
collect some of the recent alumni accounts.”

29-Feb-1956 Shortage: $5,669.46 Arrears: $1,813.74 [On reverse side of statement]
Pension fund balance on June 30, 1955: $3,816.29. Receipts during past fiscal
year: $4,112.70. Payments (July to February, 8 months @ $74.30): $594.40.
Balance, February 29, 1956: $3,518.30. Cash in Savings Account, February 29,
1956: $3,518.30. “See attached letter and budgets for comments.”
31-Mar-1956 Shortage: $5,907.10 Arrears: $1,924.50 “No deduction for June was made
from this month’s dining room income. This means that the dining room barely
broke even with the full month’s income and only 23 days of operation. Another
week of operation would have created a loss of at least $400. You will have to
assess an additional board charges for June.”
30-Apr-1956 Shortage: $5,672.88 Arrears: $1,909.51 “You must recover the amounts due
from pictures, telephone tolls and the social account. Members must have their
bills paid in full by the end of May so that you will have cash to pay the
merchants.”
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30-Jun-1956 Shortage: $2,649.71 Arrears: $2,037.60 “You should make a concerted effort
to collect the cash due from active and recent members as you need this money to
start operations in the fall.”
31-Oct-1956 Shortage: $3,390.62 Arrears: $900.69
“Dining room income does not
include any recovery for house party costs. Have June toll charges been assessed
to members?”
30-Nov-1956 Shortage: $3,161.28 Arrears: $954.79
“Much better. It appears that the
house account deficit can be recovered during the year, but apparently the dining
room loss will not be made up from normal operations. Some type of an extra
assessment may be necessary.”
31-Dec-1956 Shortage: $3,160.26 Arrears: $1,202.59
necessary.”
31-Jan-1957

“An extra dining room assessment is

Shortage: $3,199.72 Arrears: $1,417.33

28-Feb-1957 Shortage: $4,190.70 Arrears: $2,561.27 “If all members pay their accounts in
full by March 31 you may be able to avoid any additional assessments to meet
IFC requirements. Since you have an all operating loss some assessment may
become necessary, but with members’ accounts paid in full it will not be so
serious.”
30-Mar-1957 Shortage: $2,390.32 Arrears: $1,827.45
30-Apr-1957 Shortage: $2,246.85 Arrears: $1,726.80 “You will probably have some loss
on May-June operations. Next year you should plan to have both the dining room
and house accounts break even except for a portion of the rushing expense. You
need the cash due from members and from telephone tolls.”
30-Jun-1957 Shortage: $1,920.74 Arrears: $1,363.65 “You have used initiation fees to
absorb operating losses and uncollected accounts of members. This is not good
practice as you have spent nothing on replacement of furniture and furnishings.
Incidentally, it appears that the national initiation fees have not been paid. You
are still operating on association funds. You need approximately $4000 to repay
the association and have adequate funds of your own.”
31-Oct-1957 Shortage: $3,541.31 Arrears: $1,857.80
30-Nov-1957 Shortage: $3,940.08 Arrears: $2,595.00
31-Dec-1957 Shortage: $5,472.93 Arrears: $3,315.67
31-Jan-1958

Shortage: $5,692.86 Arrears: $3,121.05 “You must collect the cash due from
members. You must obtain adequate membership.”

28-Feb-1958 Shortage: $8,109.47 Arrears: $4,242.35 “February income figures include the
extra February billing charged to members in March. Since both steward and
house departments have large deficits no adjustment was made for extra rushing
meals. Accounts receivable must be substantially reduced to meet I.F.C.
requirements at the end of March.”
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31-Mar-1958 Shortage: $7,971.25 Arrears: $4,129.57 “The total membership is still far
below the number needed to operate the fraternity. You should have at least 40
members every fall. You must collect the $4000.00 due from members and the
telephone tolls in order to pay the merchants.”
30-Apr-1958 Shortage: $8,015.80 Arrears: $3,864.64 “You cannot operate next year unless
members are willing to live in the house and eat in the dining room. The total
membership is so low that you have no chance of paying your costs without the
full participation of every member.”
30-Jun-1958 Shortage: $5,503.51 Arrears: $1,882.10 “Dining room loss resulted from
board rebates of $750 some of which were for prior months. All adjustments to
members bills must be made each month when due, otherwise income is
overstated and the financial reports are incorrect.”
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Specimen T. B. Maxfield Statement of Financial Condition, 31 Oct 1955
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Specimen T. B. Maxfield Income and Expense Statement, 31 Oct 1955
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Specimen T. B. Maxfield Delinquency Report, 30 Jun 1957
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Maxwell Statements for the Alumni Accounts (1954-1957)
T.B. Maxwell prepared annual reports for accounts controlled by the Delta Chi Association. An
initial partial statement and four complete statements have survived. These reports were entitled
“Comparative Statement of Condition” and were structured as follows.
1. Current Assets (the sum of the special interest account balance and amounts due from the
Chapter);
2. Income (the sum of Chapter rent payments, interest from the deposit account and
donations);
3. Expenses (the sum of payments for taxes, insurance, House maintenance, auditor, safe
deposit box, land rent paid to the University, furniture repair & replacement, the
Houseman’s salary and miscellaneous);
4. Net Income (or loss) for period (the difference between Income and Expenses); and
5. Komaromi Pension Fund (beginning period balance, income, disbursements and ending
period balance).
Table 2: Summary of Maxfield Statements for the Alumni
Date
30-Jun-54
30-Jun-55
30-Jun-56
30-Jun-57

Assets
Income Expenses
15,330.42
14,705.23 6,665.59 7,290.78
12,052.75 6,540.70 9,193.18
13,936.43 6,561.53 4,677.85
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Net
0.00
-625.19
-2,652.48
1,883.68

Komaromi
3,816.29
3,265.07
2,483.07

Specimen T. B. Maxfield Comparative Statement of Condition (Alumni), 30 Jun 1955
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Chronology III (1958-1968): Welch Statements for the Chapter Accounts
In the fall of 1958 accounting responsibility was transferred to the firm of Francis E. Welch &
Associates (506 N. Tioga St.). The principal of this practice was Francis E. “Judd” Welch (b. 05Nov-1922, d. 04-Jul-2001, age 78).
Delta Chi Deke, XXVII, #1 (November 1958)
New Accountant Named By Alumni Corporation
by John N. Parsek, House Manager.
Several changes have been made concerning the financial operation of the house this
year. Perhaps the most important change is our new accountant, Mr. Francis E. Welsch
[sic] who was selected by the alumni. Mr. Welsch will be working in much closer
contact with the treasurer and house manager than has been done in previous years.
A noticeable change in policy this year is a deposit of $125 required from every
member living in the house. This amount is credited against the May house bill at the
end of the school year.
Because the house is filled to capacity this year it was decided to drop the room charge
by $5 and raise the board fee correspondingly.
The statements provided by Welch continued the unpleasant reports that began during
Maxfield’s term.
Table 3: Financial Condition During the Welch Accounting Period (1958-1968)
Date
31-Oct-58
30-Nov-58
31-Dec-58
31-Jan-59
28-Feb-59
31-Mar-59
30-Apr-59
30-Jun-59
31-Oct-59
30-Nov-59
31-Dec-59
31-Jan-60
29-Feb-60
31-Mar-60
30-Apr-60
30-Jun-60
31-Oct-60

Assets

Liabilities

8,019.29
8,842.75
9,777.84
9,332.13
7,699.74
6,141.68
6,665.07
4,556.76
3,609.96
3,805.65
3,800.80
2,261.38
3,217.68
3,056.26
2,095.80
1,651.12
3,925.38

12,741.13
12,945.27
14,177.24
13,845.69
12,836.38
11,238.09
12,281.78
10,583.63
11,062.37
11,261.15
12,448.29
12,123.05
14,032.44
14,237.73
13,852.16
13,790.70
18,444.33

Equity

Arrears

-4,721.84
-4,102.52
-4,399.40
-4,513.56
-5,136.64
-5,096.41
-5,616.71
-6,026.87
-7,452.41
-7,455.50
-8,647.49
-9,861.67
-10,814.76
-11,181.47
-11,756.36
-12,139.58
-14,518.95
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2,433.82
3,367.03
2,524.56
3,299.49
2,486.13
1,759.22
2,251.59
1,723.41
872.92
1,459.71
841.26
1,167.58
1,106.21
867.46

Full Board

Full Dues

# Rooming

24/24
24/25
25/23
25/23
39/25
39/23
39/24
39/23
39/23
14/16.5
14/13.5
14/10.5
14/15
37/18.5
37/17
37/16
19/20

26/26
26/24
26/24
26/24
41/22
37/19
37/20
37/21

25/25
25/25
25/24
25/24
25/21
25/17
25/16
25/20
25/20
17/16.5
17/16
17/14
17/17
17/14
17/13
17/14
16/16

20/22
20/20
20/-20/18
43/23
43/22
43/21
18/18

30-Nov-60
31-Jan-61
28-Feb-61
31-Mar-61
30-Apr-61
30-Jun-61
31-Oct-61
30-Nov-61
31-Dec-61
31-Jan-62
28-Feb-62
31-Mar-62
30-Apr-62
30-Jun-62
31-Oct-62
31-Dec-62
31-Jan-63
28-Feb-63
31-Mar-63
30-Apr-63
30-Jun-63
30-Nov-63
31-Dec-63
31-Jan-64
29-Feb-64
31-Mar-64
30-Apr-64
30-Jun-64
31-Mar-65
30-Apr-65
30-Jun-65
30-Jun-66
30-Apr-67
10-Jun-67
30-Apr-68
30-Jun-68

2,999.40
2,424.88
2,597.88
3,408.39
3,285.05
3,469.20
4,382.57
4,892.42
4,645.96
4,498.32
5,104.51
5,421.74
5,635.66
3,830.87
5,865.86
5,566.43
5,283.26
5,774.19
5,803.70
5,462.41
4,298.20
9,897.39
8,657.21
9,257.86
8,309.03
9,814.77
11,373.71
7,518.94
10,621.71
11,267.10
6,280.75
7,931.40
15,189.41
10,280.80
15,142.92
9,874.2

17,707.16
18,900.07
20,318.37
22,001.55
22,300.31
22,520.06
19,053.14
19,463.59
19,334.85
19,339.23
21,076.88
21,249.59
22,001.11
19,615.60
22,283.74
21,762.57
21,868.98
23,453.75
23,053.68
22,692.99
22,660.07
11,134.00
9,524.06
10,280.21
9,697.00
10,989.90
11,866.95
7,219.75
12,983.12
13,383.13
5,852.06
3,718.93
12,063.44
7,331.31
11,949.84
6,164.70

-14,707.76
-16,475.19
-17,720.49
-18,593.16
-19,015.26
-19,050.86
-14,670.57
-14,571.17
-14,688.89
-14,850.91
-15,972.37
-15,827.85
-16,365.45
-15,784.73
-16,417.88
-16,196.14
-16,585.72
-17,679.56
-17,249.98
-17,230.58
-18,361.87
-1,236.61
-866.85
-1,022.35
-1,387.97
-1,175.13
-493.24
299.19
-2,361.41
-2,116.03
428.69
4,212.47
3,125.97
2,949.49
3,193.08
3,709.52

875.57
875.57
875.57
977.12
875.57
868.27
866.87
866.87
866.87
866.87
866.87
866.87
1,601.26
1,601.26
1,598.76
1,302.77
1,302.77
1,302.77
3,803.32

2,942.57

2,958.53
2,141.39
2,427.54

4,041.31
4,041.31

19/20
19/21
19/16.5
29/27
29/21.5
29/21
20/21
20/20.5
20/21
32/31
25/30
25/24.5
25/26.5
25/27
20/18
20/20
20/17
25/26
25/26
25/24
35/34
28/28
28/28
22/22
22/24
38/27
38/27.5
38/20
35/30
25/19.5
25/17.5
36/26
36/34
36/33
36/31
38/38

18/20
18/20
18/20
34/20
34/19
34/20
20/20
20/20
20/19
20/20
25/23
25/24
25/25
25/23
16/16
16/18
16/14
16/17
20/24
20/15
25/25
23/21
23/22
23/25
23/23
30/28
30/25
30/31
25/19
25/24
25/20
25/32
37/37
37/38
37/38
36/30

F. E. Welch comments accompanying the monthly statements follow.
31-Oct-1958 $1,507.56 in accounts receivable have been written off as uncollectible.
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16/15
16/15
16/15
16/15
16/15
16/15
21/21
21/21
21/22
21/22
21/17
21/18
21/19
21/17
16/17.5
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/18
16/17
16/17
25/23
25/23
23/21
23/21
25/19
25/19
25/19
25/19
25/20
25/20
22/20
29/25
29/25
28/25
28/24

20-Jan-1959

The sum of $2,524.56 is logged as accounts receivable from the actives. The
above includes $825 of deposits do at beginning of second term. The accounts
receivable of recent alumni of $542.79 are very doubtful of collection. No
provision has been made for their write off.

14-Feb-1959 No provision has been made for bad accounts. I understand that only five new
pledges were gotten during the recent rushing which is considerably less than
expected and needed.
23-Jun-1959 The balance due from the active chapter of $5,894.82 represents rent not paid by
the chapter. Due to the financial condition of the chapter, there is no hope of
collecting this in the near future. I suggest that this be eliminated from both the
alumni account as an asset and the active chapter as a liability. This would
eliminate most of the deficit on the chapter’s records. Cf. Delta Kappa Epsilon
Alumni Account Comparative Statement of Condition, Years Ended June 30,1959 in June-1958.
30-Jun-1959 [The balance sheet shows a deficit of $6026.87 and a liabilities + deficit of
$4,556.76.] You need at least $1,000.00 to pay current bills and the real estate
taxes which are due July 1st. You need to have at least 25 members paying full
room, board & dues and a pledge class of at least 20 members next year to come
anywhere near breaking even. [Net year-end losses of $243.78 in the Steward’s
Account and $2405.46 in the House Account are recorded.] The sum of $610.24
from inactives is “very doubtful of collection.”
16-Dec-1959 The cash balance after all the bills and payrolls have been made for December is
$798.12. The large payments coming up are insurance $1,035 and real estate taxes
in January of about $800. The chapter almost broke even this month because they
have $500 of income from initiation.
31-Jan-1960

The food costs are way too high because social has contributed nothing yet and
seven (7) people in kitchen is too many to feed 10-12 people. Actual food cost
should be about 50% of income.

31-Oct-1960 The net loss for year is $4,231.
31-Jan-1961

The loss to date is more than was budgeted for the entire year. The budget was
made on the assumption of additional income in the second term from pledges,
etc. The income of the second term will be about the same as the first term so the
loss for the year could run as high as $8,000 which means that the house will
break even if the $6,400 rent figure is eliminated. We have paid for the alumni
since June the following items: real estate taxes $1078.75 and $796.19
($1874.94), insurance $872.90, paint and supplies in fall to clean up house
$544.26, drapes and spreads $595.30, repairs to building $183.60, accounting
$60.00. The alumni paid from their special account the school taxes in October of
about $1600. Bill for items purchased by the kitchen are very late in getting to me
so I can’t prepare a statement sooner.

F. E. Welch letter to H. North & Alumni, 10 Jun 1960
Dear Mr. Hal North & Alumni
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Here is the final statement for the year 1959-1960 of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Chapter and the
alumni association which includes June expenses.
Chapter’s loss for the year of $6,112.71 is just about the amount of rent that should have been
paid to the alumni association.
The statement shows a bank overdraft only because checks have been written but they have not
been mailed out.
We need cash to cover the following no later than June 30, 1960.
Bank overdraft or Accounts Payable Merchants
Champaingn [sic] Coal
Gas & Electric
Water Bill
Alumni must also pay Alumni Association Dues
Kiely Insurance
City Taxes due July 1
Komaromi pension July-Aug-Sept @ $74.30
Summer care of lawn and checking house weekly

A/P Other
A/P Other
A/P Other

Estimated
Estimated

$1,098.98
674.78
90.00
30.00
100.00
872.90
1,068.75
229.90
75
$4,240.31

I have shown these statements to Paul Kiely and Chick LaBonte and they would like to have you
authorize transfer of the records and bank accounts in New York City to Mr. LaBonte who will
act as treasurer until Paul can take them over in the fall.
There will be $1,613.36 in the savings account in Ithaca after we get the interest for June 30.
Doug Gillette will need authorization to transfer this to the regular account to partly cover the
above obligations.
Chick would like to get a budget set up for next year and find any and all ways that money can
be raised to meet the present deficit and the ones for the next few years.
Chick will probably call you shortly to discuss the present problems.
Hope to see you in Ithaca soon.
Yours truly,
Francis E. Welch
F. E. Welch, addendum to Balance Sheet, 31 Mar 1961
At the end of March we have Cash $18.14, Accounts receivable of $166.07 if all is collected, and
$248.61 in special savings account or a total liquid assets of $1,932.82.
We owe

Regular accounts payable
Payroll taxes
Members for deposits
Social

Less liquid assets
Cash short
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$4,902.49
261.41
1,635.00
332.02

$7,130.92
1,932.82
$5,198.10

How can we pay the bills at the year end???
Sorry statement is late this month.
F. E. Welch
506 N Tioga St, Ithaca NY 3-21-61
31-Mar-1961 At the end of March we have cash $18.14, accounts receivable of $1,666.07 if all
was collected and $248.61 in special savings account or a total liquid assets of
$1,932.82. We owe regular accounts payable $4,902.49, payroll taxes $261.41,
members for deposits $1,635, social $332.02. Their outstanding bills total
$5198.10. How can we pay the bills at the year end?
30-Apr-1961 Outstanding bills of chapter total $5020.71. Cash in the bank is $157.68, cash in
savings account $277.09.
30-Jun-1961 We need to pay all bills against house
Accounts Payable
Payroll Taxes
Total
Less Cash from Special Deposit [sic] Account

$5,910.19
166.07
$6,076.26
250.00
$5,826.26

We also need money for
Real Estate Taxes Due 7-1
J J Kiely Insurance – Building
J J Kiely Insurance - Steam Boiler
Total
Total due from House & Chapter
Less any cash collected recently

$1,193.58
1,347.28
145.68
$2,686.54
$8,512.80
???

31-Oct-1961 I have been informed that all bills have been given to me. Kitchen operation looks
very good. Members deposit money has been used to pay city taxes of $1265.19,
and insurance bills of $909.78 which were due last June. The chapter also paid
$218.50 to repair steps. We still owe school taxes of $1,596.29 which were due
10/31/61. The delinquency taxes were paid so property wouldn’t be advertised for
taxes. The above were in lieu of payment of rent to alumni.
30-Nov-1961 Keep up the good work. It has been a long time since you had a profitable month.
02-Jan-1962

Dear sir: I am unable to put out a profit and loss statement for the month of
November as I still do not have all the food bills which may be a result of Mrs.
Reber (the cook) dieing [sic], but the steward should know who they owe. I
wanted the house bills for January so I could get them made up during Christmas
vacation and have the [sic] ready to pass out when members got back from
vacation, but so far have not seen them. Please see what can be done to collect
these accounts receivable.
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15-Mar-1962 The Office of the City Chamberlain, Ithaca NY, bills the D.K.E. Alumni
Association $1,769.29 for school tax. Welch reports, “Can’t pay this.”
15-Mar-1962 All money owed by members and social must be collected or we will be unable to
pay bills four April and May. Craig owes $1120. Rim owes $1078.41. 15 May1962 This [accounts receivables, active member arrears of $4,637.56 recent
graduate arrears of $866.87] should be turned over to a lawyer or collection
agency, or written off the books. This has been going to be done for some time
but it never seems to get done. Get their home addresses and at least threaten
them.
31-Mar-1962 All money owed by members & Social must be collected or we will be unable to
pay bills for April and May. Craig owes $1,120.00, Rim owes $1078.41.
25-Sep-1962 The overdue city tax bill for $1,486.33 from the Office of the City Chamberlain
that includes a penalty of $84.13 is paid.
30-Jun-1963 Accounts of Alumni written off this year and will be turned over to Lawyer or
Collection Agency. See list of Accounts Receivable.
Three members owe

$3,263.49

Craig
Redmond
Rim
All others
Total Accounts Receivable

$958.44
580.20
1,724.85
539.83
$3,803.32

30-Apr-1964 Composites must be billed. Very good so far, hope I am not missing any invoices.
15-Jun-1966 Arrears from alumni total $2,083.53.
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Specimen F. E Welch Balance Sheet, 30 June 1959
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Specimen F. E Welch Income & Expense Statement, 30 June 1959
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Specimen F. E Welch Accounts Receivable Sheet, 30 June 1959
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Welch Statements for the Alumni Accounts (1958-1960)
Five statements for the Delta Chi Association accounts survive. Assets included sums due from
the Chapter for rent. Expenses included expenditures for city taxes, insurance, accounting fees,
land rent paid to the University, furniture, major repairs to the lodge and a safe deposit fee. The
Komaromi pension fund was depleted during this period.
Table 4: Summary of Welch Statements for the Alumni
Date
30-Jun-58
30-Jun-59
30-Jun-60
10-Jun-61
10-Jun-62

Assets
11,100.80
10,525.65
13,107.47
16,443.80
17,813.72

Income
6,527.19
6,511.41
6,482.53
9,600.00
4,800.00

Expenses
9,382.82
7,086.56
5,842.36
1,841.47
3,430.08

Net
-2,855.63
-575.15
640.17
7,758.53
1,369.92

Komaromi
1,666.68
906.49
26.83

We may obtain some impression of the alumni accounts condition by noting statements
presented by Welch.
23 June 1959
The balance due from the active chapter of $5984.82 represents rent not paid by the chapter. Due
to the financial condition of the chapter, there is no hope of collecting this in the near future. I
suggest that this be illuminated from both the alumni account as an asset and the active chapter
as a liability. This would eliminate most of the deficit on the chapter’s records.
30 June 1960
Bills due but not paid & included above.
J. J. Kiely Insurance (includes liability policy 1/21/60-63 for $911.11):
1959 city tax due July 1:

$872.90
$1068.75

08 June 1962
Alumni gave chapter of $4,951.94 last summer to pay up their bills.
Accounts payable
City taxes due July 5, 1962 $1,402.20
Insurance April 1962
$1,352.76
The chapter needs $3,395.04 to pay all current bills.
The chapter has $4,050.36 of accounts receivable plus $866.87 due from recent graduates. How
much can be collected is questionable.
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Specimen, Welch Comparative Statement of Condition (Alumni), 30 Jun 1955
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Alumni Treasurer’s Reports for the Delta Chi Association (1956-1969)
Seventeen financial reports of the alumni association survive. Referring to Table 4 below the
three treasurers were Walton Sellors Elliott ‘49 (1928-1978), James McConnell Clark ‘44 and
Harold Roland “Chick” LaBonte ‘26 (1898-1981)
Table 5: Summary of Alumni Treasurer’s Reports (1956-1969)
Date

Treasurer

Balance
Forward

Receipts

Assets

Expenses

Net Cash

Debt

26-Sep-56
26-Feb-57
26-Sep-57
30-Jan-58
30-Jan-58
6-May-58
17-Jun-58
12-Nov-58
16-Jan-60
8-Jun-62
14-Jun-63
30-Jun-64
20-Jun-65
18-Jun-66
17-Jun-67
2-Jun-68
10-Jun-69

Elliott
Elliott
Elliott
Clark
Clark
Clark
Clark
Clark
Anon
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte
LaBonte

2,773.92
3,187.23
2,712.29
3,254.64
3,236.03
3,236.03
2,960.81
4,198.16
4,234.80
20.43
25.86
4.84
52.03
45.15
27.54
10.88
141.05

1,390.00
130.00
851.26
337.65
1,800.00
45.00
1,340.00
415.00
1,130.00
6,828.49
10,740.00
6,446.49
2,782.32
2,560.00
3,810.00
3,390.00
2,050.00

4,163.92
3,317.23
3,563.55
3,592.29
5,036.03
3,281.03
4,300.81
4,613.16
5,364.80
6,848.92
10,765.86
6,451.33
2,834.35
2,605.15
3,837.54
3,400.88
2,191.05

976.69
604.94
312.91
356.96
593.70
320.22
102.65
170.83
886.28
6,822.63
10,729.33
6,399.30
2,789.20
2,577.61
3,826.66
3,158.79
1,978.43

3,187.23
2,712.29
3,250.64
3,235.33
4,442.33
2,960.81
4,198.16
4,442.33
4,478.52
26.29
36.53
52.03
45.15
27.54
10.88
242.09
212.62

4,500.00
4,550.00
6,281.00
5,406.00
4,506.00
2,926.00
1,000.00
0.00

Study of these statements reveals the following.


The alumni were supporting the pension fund for the Chapter’s Houseman, John
Komaromi, as early as 1955-56.



In June of 1958 Brother Clark was able to report two positive results from the efforts to
raise funds and collect arrears. [His words]
o The results of the mailing of the first dues letter has been most satisfactory, and
we have to date received dues from 129 members. A thank you letter to these
members and a reminder letter to the balance of the members is currently being
prepared and should be in the mail in the next two weeks.
o The dunning letter to the parents of actives who were in arrears with their house
bills has also been most effective. Twenty letters were mailed and, to date, we
have reduced the accounts due from these actives from $4,097.06 to $790.05. Of
this balance, Cowles owes $339.05, which should be paid during the summer. We
have the cooperation of his parents in collecting this money. The accounts due
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from inactive members has been reduced from $954.26 to $670.70.


The Association was debt free up until 1960, when funds were borrowed from Tompkins
County rust and Brother LaBonte to support the Chapter’s operations and join the
University’s Group Housing Plan. By 1964 notes payable to Tompkins County Trust
Company totaled $5,250 and the loan from LaBonte amounted to $1,031. Significantly,
the Chapter was in debt to the Association for advances totaling $13,000.
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Specimen Alumni Treasurer’s Report (Elliott), 26 Sep 1957
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Specimen Alumni Treasurer’s Report (Clark), 17 Jun 1958
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Fundraising by the NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND Corporation
The firm of NIXON-AUSTIN-IRELAND, operating from 33 North Seventh St., Stroudsburg
PA, was registered as a Domestic Business Corporation with the Pennsylvania Secretary of State
on 14 January 1960.2 Deke became one that firm’s first clients. William V. Nixon (1902-1995), a
graduate of Muhlenberg College, Class of 1933, served as Cornell’s Director of Development
from March of 1956 to June 1959. Little is known of Claire E. Austin (1917-2003), and nothing
of Ireland. Less than half of the $150,000 fund raising goal was obtained by this effort.
Table 6: Fundraising Drive Results
RESULTS BY CLASSES
DKE HOUSING FUND DRIVE - CORNELL UNIVERSITY
JULY 1, 1964
Class

Members

92
99
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
1
1
1
4
1
2
3
4
3
4
3
4
5
9
5
3
9
7
10
9
15

Members
Giving
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
3
1
1
4
5
2
3
-

Gifts, 1st
Gifts, 2nd
Campaign Campaign
$ 20
$1,500
450
25
1,000
450
200
100
60
500
3,450
650
90
280
100
25
25
1,666
2,550
600
300
50
-

2

Total
$ 20
1,500
475
1,000
650
160
500
4,100
370
100
50
1,666
2,550
600
350
-

Cornell Alumni News, LVIII, #10, p. 332: “Appoint Development Director.” Cornell Daily Sun, LXXV, #115 (9
April 1959): “Nixon to Join Fund Raisers.” SSDI: WILLIAM V NIXON, b. 30 Jul 1902, d. Jun 1995, age 92. SSN:
242-14-1045. SSDI: CLAIRE E. AUSTIN, b. 19 Nov 1917, d. 20 Jan 2003, age 86.SSN: 015-14-2768.
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

7
7
10
11
10
5
8
7
8
7
8
8
10
11
13
9
9
16
11
17
11
12
16
11
17
13
9
3
5
22
13
14
14
12
18
11
15
11

1
2
6
5
6
3
1
3
1
4
2
2
3
5
1
3
2
2
4
2
3
4
3
6
3
2
1
2
11
3
3
1
5
8
4
4
2

50
550
12,500
5,038
2,025
2,225
100
4,000
150
980
1,000
150
925
1,950
150
750
250
850
550
20
2,160
725
700
1,950
525
60
100
200
3,350
535
400
75
180
280
162
575
40
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250
2,200
3,106
2,125
1,000
75
150
150
500
25
1,880
150
20
250
200
135
30
200
-

50
800
14,700
5,038
5,131
4,350
100
5,000
150
1,055
1,150
300
925
1,950
150
750
250
850
550
20
2,660
750
700
3,830
675
60
100
220
3,600
735
400
75
315
280
192
775
40

58
59
60
61
62
63
N.C.
Total

9
15
17
17
12
2
5
600

2
2
3
3
5
168

50
20
15
210
260
$ 59,586

25
5
150
165
$ 13,916

75
25
165
210
260
$ 73,502

Conclusions
Looking back one wonders if the Alumni might have avoided what turned out to be a painful
course. Had they built up a modest cash reserve in the Nineteen-forties ―$10,000 would have
been ample, and kept a close watch on the undergraduate accounts then corrective action would
have been feasible.
The war was hugely disruptive. The undergraduate know-how that had accumulated to 1942 was
lost to the Cornell matriculants of 1945. Returning veterans, many married, were given to a little
more drink, a little more rowdiness than their predecessors. ΔKE and KBΦ became too close in
temperament, ambition and cash management. The reputation of the Chapter attracted like types,
but a study of pledge lists in the Fifties reveals that many pledges never made it to initiation,
either busting out or deciding that Deke was not right for them. Reports of successful rush results
were consistently inflated by this post-bid attrition.
What would have happened if ΔKE had held onto its 1894 lease? In 1994 there would have been
a windfall payout by the University.
The party of the second part [ΔKE] covenants and agrees to surrender possession of
said premises at the termination of this Lease, in good order and condition, necessary
and usual where thereof excepted, and the party of the first part [the University]
covenants and agrees at that time to pay to the party of the second part the then fair and
just value of the Building erected upon the said premises in pursuance of the provisions
of this Lease and then remaining, such value to be. [Tompkins County, NY, Liber 141
Deeds, pp. 386-388]
The Association would have had the choice of cash at the vastly appreciated value of the lodge,
or in all likelihood, the opportunity to renegotiate the lease in lieu of taking the surrender money.
Instead, the Alumni were driven into a costly deal: a payment of $40,000 just to apply for the
Group Housing Plan, the burden of having to raise additional funds to bring the total to an
impossible $150,000, and worst of all, the inefficiency of effecting building renovations by
Cornell’s labor union controlled Facilities organization that habitually doubled the cost of doing
repairs. The only monetary benefit would be relief with respect to local school taxes.
Deke had the help of good friends on the hill: Malott, Summerskill, Warwick and Bruska.
Unfortunately Trustee Scheetz could not be placed in that class; his unrelenting demand for the
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$40,000 application fee and his insistence at setting an unrealistic fund raising goal belied his
attitude towards Delta Kappa Epsilon.
One curious aspect of the fundraising was the claim that with the Group Housing Plan donors
would be able to deduct their gifts to the University from their federal income taxes. While this
was true, no one ever thought of registering the Delta Chi Association as a §501(c)3 tax exempt
entity (as it is now). That step would have given the Association direct control over funds from
charitable contributions.
Looking back, a modest second mortgage loan secured by handful of alumni donors might have
saved the day.
Finally we are left to ask if something more than the lodge was lost when Deke gave up
possession of the physical structure. In time, the Chapter would join the University bursar system
and Brother Kappa would no longer have to chase down monthly payments from deadbeat
brothers. There would be no more skipping out of Ithaca with unpaid balances left behind. The
University Facilities Department took over worries for the furnace, the roof, the ever peeling
paint… In time, the sense of ownership by the actives and the alumni dissipated. It was all the
University’s problem: maintenance, housekeeping, renovations…
With little sense of responsibility for the future of the Chapter, alumni disinterest would only
grow. The days when older Dekes sent the names of rush prospects or their own children to 13
South Avenue came virtually to an end. The social convulsions of the late Sixties degraded what
was left of the House’s culture, but what was most permanently and irretrievably lost were the
obligations of stewardship.
HWF
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Appendix A ― Graphical Summaries of Chapter Finances
Tab #1 – Lodgers & Boarders, 1955-1968

Actual Counts, Lodgers and Boarders (1955-1968)
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

Lodgers

Boarders

These are actual counts as opposed to budget numbers taken from the accountants’ monthly
statements. One can only imagine the problems that this volatility caused for the Steward’s
Department.
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Tab #2 – Arrears in Members Accounts

Arrears in Members Accounts (1955-1968)
$4,500
$4,000
$3,500

$3,000
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
$500
$0

Although there were several vigorous campaigns to extract payments from delinquent brothers,
the abrupt drops in arrears were generally due to accounting write-downs based on the
accountant’s judgment that the monies were uncollectable. Gaps in the data were due to
separation of the arrears summaries from the monthly statements. Academic dismissal leading to
a student’s departure from Ithaca was often the penultimate cause of an account going
delinquent.
The Maxfield statements (1955-58) reported arrears consistently on page #1 of the monthly
statement. The Welch reports (1956-68) were less regular in this regard.
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Appendix B ― IRS Form 990 (Organization Exempt From Income Tax), TY1957
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Appendix C ― Charles Warwick Report Statement, 19 February 1962
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Appendix D ― Tax Payments and Court Cases (Transcriptions of Letters)
Ithaca NY Chamberlain letter to HWF, 9 June 1987
CITY OF ITHACA
108 EAST GREEN STREET
ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850
OFFICE OF THE CHAMBERLAIN
TELEPHONE: 272-1713 / CODE 607

June 9, 1987
H. William Fogle
DX of DKE Alumni Office
15 Green Valley Rd., Wallingford, PA 19086
Dear Mr. Fogle:
I have finally obtained the information you requested in your letter.
City taxes were due on June 1, and could be paid without penalty thru June 30, during the period
of 1955 to 1965. Our tax rolls do not indicate the amount of penalty paid if the taxes were late.
Due to the end of the month overload, I would guess that only 1961, 1962, and 1963 taxes were
paid with penalty. During this period 4% penalty was due in August and 6% penalty was due
after October 15th. Our records do not indicate that this property went to tax sale at any time
during this period; taxes were paid before the enforcement period. The only copies of legal
action I find are enclosed. This refers to the order to move various properties owned by Cornell
University from the taxable portion of the tax roll to the exempt portion.
Please let me know if I may be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
Debra A. Parsons City Chamberlain
DAP:dsg ENC
13 SOUTH AVE - CITY TAX PAYMENTS
YEAR
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

TAX
$769.50
769.50
846.45
1068.75
1068.75
1068.75
1193.58
1402.20
1453.50
1610.82
1590.30

DATE PAID
6/30/55
7/2/56
7/1/57
6/27/58
7/1/59
7/1/60
10/19/61
10/1/62
8/30/63 (2 mo. late)
6/5/64
6/11/65
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CU Counsel (T. M. Santoro) letter to HWF, 11 August 1994
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Office of University Counsel
500 Day Hall
Ithaca, New York 14853

Telephone: 607 255-3903
Facsimile: 607 255-2794

August 11, 1994
H. William Fogle, Jr.
3237 East Fox Street, Mesa, Arizona 85213-5520
RE:

Cornell University v. Payne, et. al.

Dear Mr. Fogle:
In response to your letter of July 4, 1994, I provide the enclosed copy of Judge Bryant’s July 11,
1984 decision in the above-captioned matter. The Court found that the twelve properties were
“used exclusively for . . . education purposes” and were therefore exempt from the assessment of
real property tax. It found that “residence facilities for faculty and students have long been held
to be reasonably incidental to the purposes of an educational institution and thus entitled to tax
exemption.” The Court also directed that previously paid 1981 and 1982 taxes be refunded.
Cornell cases where exemption from real property tax was denied include People ex rel Cornell
University v. Thorne. 198 Misc. 630 (1945) and Matter of Cornell University v. Board of
Assessors, 24 AD2d 526 (1963) where determinations were made that “buildings were not used
exclusively for education purposes because use was limited to fraternity members and furnished
social and recreational facilities to a greater extent than in dormitories” and that “the premises
were mainly dedicated to the social and other personal objectives of a self-perpetuating club
controlled by graduates as well as student members.”
Court decisions in the years following these cases aided Cornell in its favorable determination in
the 1984 Cornell v. Payne case. In particular, the State’s highest court in the case of University
of Rochester v. Wagner found that “fraternity activities conducted on the premises were purely
incidental to the primary use of the buildings as student housing.” That decision set the stage for
the successful challenge by Cornell in 1982 to 1984.
I hope that this information proves helpful.
Sincerely,
Thomas Mead Santoro, Deputy University Counsel
TMS:ev Enclosure

Cf. Cornell Daily Sun, Volume 82, Number 79, 9 February 1966: “Rape of Integrity”
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Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXIII, #3 (22 Sep 1965): “Tax Defeat Case and… “
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Appendix E ― Published Material
Delta Chi Deke, December 1956, p. 4
Minutes of Meeting Published For Those Unable To Attend
13 South Avenue
Ithaca, New York
October 13, 1956
The meeting was called to order by President Warendorf at 10:18 a.m. and the following
brothers, in addition to the undergraduate members in attendance, were present:
Huntington
Krieger
Bill Smith
Rupert
Canfield

Lathrop
LaBonte
Wood
Warendorf
Elliott

The minutes of the last Annual Meeting were read and approved as read.
The house manager reported that the chapter ended the year approximately $2,500 in the red.
However, it was brought out that this figure did not include rental payments due the alumni and
which were only temporarily deferred, so the actual loss for the year was taken to be in the range
of $5,800. All current arrears were said to have been collected in full. Every two months, the
chapter will look over all actual expenses and should there be a deficit, all undergraduates will be
assessed pro rata to wipe out such deficit. The present monthly charges are as follows:
Board $
65.00
Room
40.00
Dues
15.00
Social
10.00
(To go into Social Account)
This compares with the average charges of fraternities of $28.00 for Room, $60.00 for Board,
and $4.00 for Social.
Steward’s report indicated that they are operating at about the breakeven point with fixed costs
appreciably the same as last year.
Tony Koones, Rushing Chairman, reported that this fall we had pledged one man out of three
bids given out. For February rushing we will have about 240 prospects, only 50 of which
originated from alumni, and the prospects for a good pledge class this spring appear favorable.
Chapter President Hill Torrey indicated that undergraduate morale is up sharply over last year
and feels that we are in good enough financial condition to break even this year.
Brother LaBonte voiced the opinion that there has been a 100% improvement of the chapter over
last year. Any profit in the chapter operation will go toward paying off last year’s deficit. He
expressed confidence that financially the worst is behind and the general condition of the chapter
will be good if we can get a suitable pledge class this spring.
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In order to consolidate three separate alumni associations which have come into existence since
the chapter founding in 1870, Jack Rupert made the following motion which was seconded and
passed:
“It is proposed (1) that the unincorporated association and the two membership corporations be
merged under the name of ‘Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at Cornell University’; (2) that the
Board of (Governors of Delta Chi Association of DKE be elected directors of the merged
corporation; (3) that the directors of the merged corporation elect officers who will be the same
as those now holding office in the association; (4) that the new directors adopt by-laws consistent
with the present management of the association; (5) that the by-laws provide that the number of
directors shall not be less than 15 nor more than 25, and that the directors appoint an executive
committee of not less than 3 nor more than 7 who may act for the Board of Directors; (6) that a
committee be appointed representing all of the three organizations with full powers to execute
and deliver all necessary and appropriate papers to effectuate the merger; (7) that the funds on
hand be transferred to the merged corporation.”
Jack Krieger read the report of the Nominating Committee which recommended the following
slate of Directors:
For a term expiring October, 1957—
Caesar A. Grasselli II ‘22, Wilmington, Del.; Douglas G. Gillette ‘12, Ithaca, N.Y.; Ross S.
Anderson ‘22, Riverside, Conn.; George B. Storer ‘22, Miami Beach Fla.; Howard A. Acheson
‘23, New York, N.Y.; Thomas W. Hopper ‘28, Swarthmore, Pa.; James S. Brown III ‘37,
Stamford, Conn.; John A Newman ‘43, Houston, Texas; Briton H. Richardson ‘37, Northport,
N.Y.
For a term expiring October, 1958—
Harold M. Warendorf ‘49, Scarsdale, N. Y.; Walton E. Elliott ‘49, Southbury, Conn.; Donald
Danenhower ‘17, Collingswood, N. J.; George B. Howell ‘17, Tampa, Fla.; Laurence S.
Helffrich ‘23, Brooklyn, N. Y.; R. Ross Kitchen ‘35, Glenbrook, Conn.; John A Krieger ‘49,
Hohokus, N. J.; James C. Huntington, Jr. ‘49, Demarest, N. J.
For a term expiring October. 1959—
Harold R, LaBonte ‘26, Ithaca, N. Y.; Paul J. Kiely ‘49, Ithaca, N. Y.; Charles A. Wood ‘22,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Verne Horton ‘41, Ridgewood, N. J.; John F. Nixon ‘24, New York, N. Y.;
James M. Clark ‘44, New York, N. Y.; Richard M. Ramin, Jr. ‘51, Ithaca, N, Y.; Latham Burns
‘51, Stamford Conn.
President Warendorf reported that the Board of Governors had voted to send each graduate the
Deke Quarterly for the first year after leaving school, the cost of which is to be borne by the
Board of Governors. He also reported that parents of all undergraduates will henceforth be
requested to sign forms guaranteeing payment of all charges their sons incur at the Deke House
and which will also allow the parents to elect whether house bills are to be made out and sent
direct to the parents or whether they are to be presented directly to the undergraduate.
Chick LaBonte informed us that Doug Gillette was in the hospital in Cleveland and Jack Rupert
is to make arrangements for sending him something (flowers, fruit basket, etc.) in the name of
the fraternity. Meeting was adjourned at 10:54 a.m.
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Delta Chi Deke, XXVI, #1 (April 1958)
President Predicts Bright Deke Future
Expresses Thanks for Much Alumni Help
by Stephen D. Bailey ‘59, Chapter President
At the close of the rushing season, Delta Kappa Epsilon had a well-rounded pledge class of 18
freshmen, three sophomores and one junior. I am very proud of this pledge class and consider it
to be one of the best groups on the Hill,
My thanks go out to all those alumni who sent us names, for without their aid, the results of this
rushing campaign would not have been nearly as fruitful.
At present the house itself is in a serious financial situation. With only 17 men living in a house
designed for 33, the problem of making ends meet has become quite acute. However, with the
present pledge class, and the possibility of picking up a few more men during the rest of the year,
the outlook is brighter than it has been for some time. Only two of the seventeen freshmen
pledges are on probation, and with an overall class average of 79, we can count on at least 15
returnees next fall. A strong sophomore class moving up to positions of authority should put
DKE solidly among the top ten houses on the hill once again.
I would like to thank the alumni in general for their support over the past few years, particularly
Jack Krieger ‘49, Fritz Waterman ‘24, Caesar Grasselli ‘22, Verne Horton ‘41, Jim Clark ‘44,
Britt Richardson ‘37, Jim Huntington ‘49 and Larry Helffrich ‘23, who have given much of their
time to come to Ithaca and lend us a hand. I would especially like to express the appreciation of
the undergraduates to the local alumni who have done a great deal in the past three years to help
the house regain its feet. Chick LaBonte ‘26, Dick Ramin ‘51, and Paul Keily ‘49, have never
hesitated to do whatever was in their power to assist the officers of the house.
Delta Chi Deke, February 1961
Chapter To Turn Over House Title To University
At a meeting at the DKE national council offices in New York City last December 17, the Board
of Directors of the Delta Chi Chapter formally voted to transfer title of the chapter house to
Cornell University. This move opened the way for the long-awaited major renovation of the
house, which is scheduled to begin sometime towards the end of the spring term.
The directors’ action was the culmination of several years’ work by a group of alumni and
undergraduates. As far back as three years ago, studies were underway as to the best means of
refurbishing and redecorating the chapter house. Intensive discussions were begun with
University officials and key members of the alumni last June, under the leadership of Alumni
President Harold D. North, Jr. ‘36 of Cleveland, Ohio. Throughout the summer and fall,
meetings of alumni were held in both Ithaca and New York City.
After serious consideration of various alternative plans, it was finally decided that the
University’s Group Housing Plan, whereby the house title is transferred to Cornell, offered the
most practical means by which funds could be raised to finance the major improvements planned
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for the house. It has been estimated that at least $150,000 will be needed to accomplish the
necessary rehabilitation.
Present plans call for replacement of the house’s heating, electrical and plumbing systems, as
well as major repairs to the kitchen and upstairs rooms. Replacement of worn-out furniture is
also planned.
The Group Housing Plan was submitted to all alumni for their approval or disapproval in
November. A count of the proxies returned by the alumni showed a great majority to be in favor
of the plan and the directors voted accordingly. Under the provisions of the Group Housing Plan,
the chapter house will be given to Cornell, which will, in turn, lease the house back to DKE.
There will be no change in the location of the house, nor in its method of operation, since the
undergraduates retain the right to establish their own self-governing organization as they see fit,
subject only to University regulations. The main advantage of the Plan lies in the fact that all
gifts from alumni for the purpose of rehabilitating the house will be tax deductible. According to
a recent ruling of the Internal Revenue Service, such gifts may be considered tax deductible up to
15 per cent of each person’s taxable income. Although the University had not formally accepted
title to the house at the time we went to press, plans are already under-way for a fund drive to
begin in the near future. Laurence S. Helffrich ‘23 of New York City, for 25 years secretary and
for two years president of the DKE alumni organization, has accepted the general chairmanship
of the fund drive. Since the directors’ vote in December, he has been hard at work In setting up
the various committees necessary to direct the drive and in making studies of the alumni’s
geographical and class distributions. Further plans for the fund drive will be announced as they
are developed.
Delta Chi Deke, February 1961, p. 2
Report From The President
By GEORGE FOX ‘62
The Grey Stone Castle saw the arrival of the members of Delta Chi one week early this year for
the first time in several years.
At that time all of the bedrooms and most of the studies were painted. The attic and the basement
yielded twelve trailer loads of junk in reducing a long standing fire hazard. Matching curtains
and bedspreads were obtained for the bedrooms, which make the third floor much more
presentable. At this time, several house officers attended an I.F.C. training program, which was
initiated this year as a means of exchanging ideas on house administration, pledge training,
budgeting, and efficient kitchen operation. University personnel competent in these areas also
addressed the group. In my opinion, the program was quite successful. A study program was
started this term when George Tamblyn, a first year law student, agreed to become the scholastic
advisor to the house. He established and enforced study hours for anyone who had under a 75
average last term. We hope to see the results of this in our average this year. Quiet hours are
strictly enforced, which makes studying in the house even easier than in some of the libraries.
The new social code permits women guests in the house in the evenings for “study dates.” This
practice makes living in the house as desirable as apartment living.
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To aid the kitchen in its usual fight to keep in the black, four law students were invited to eat at
DKE. This has worked out quite well for all concerned.
Members have been encouraged to invite faculty members to the house for dinners on
Wednesday and Sunday. The response was excellent in that we have had guests for these dinners
quite consistently throughout the term. President and Mrs. Malott dined with us on November 3,
after which I received the following note: “Mrs. Malott and I had a perfectly delightful time with
you and your brother Dekes at dinner the other evening and just want to express our deep
appreciation for the very hospitable courtesy that you and Bruce Benson and all of the others
extended to us. We enjoyed the evening with you very much indeed. Cordially, (signed) Deane
W. Malott.” This letter is Just an example of several received from various faculty members
during the term.
In conclusion I would say that the active chapter has excellent spirit and unity. Our relations with
the administration are at a new high, as are our relations with other houses. All we need now is a
few more members and considerable improvement in the physical plant.
Delta Chi Deke, January 1965
Red Pencil Put Away Break-Even Point Met
The financial situation of the chapter is looking rosier every year. This fall we welcomed back 21
men and have 2 pledges living in the house. The once-empty rooms, now filled attest to the
financial security of the chapter and to the burgeoning interest in the fraternity.
Another reason for our economic security is the assistance we have been receiving from the
United Food Management Service, Inc., a national firm which has taken over the purchasing of
food and the general accounting problems of the chapter. At present, 26 of the 52 fraternity
chapters at Cornell have hired this agency; and all have been satisfied with the results. Under
their management, the kitchen has been run so economically that we could buy a new freezer and
meat slicer, which in turn would help us run the kitchen even more economically.
The accounting chores which were formerly done by the president, are now handled entirely by
the service. Having a full time accounting agency increases the efficiency of the operation.
If we can get a pledge class of 15 men or more in the February rush period, the financial
condition of the chapter will be excellent; for we are now operating at the level of breaking even:
any additional income would mean a welcome surplus.
Delta Chi Deke, January 1966
Financial Forecasts Show Profitable Year For House Operations
It would appear that Dekes leanest days have passed. With the wonderful help of our many loyal
alumni and with the crafty direction of our treasurer we are now happy to report that every bunk
in the house is full and that 25 men are eating their meals at the chapter house.
The red pencil has been stored away and the treasurer’s prediction is that, the chapter will stay in
the black for the spring semester.
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One recent addition to the chapter facilities which has been a help both financially and from a
physical operation standpoint has been the new stove which was added during the summer. With
a new heating system planned for next summer we will be in even better shape with a much
lower heating bill.
Delta Chi Deke, December 1966 (headline)
Redecoration of the Alumni Suite Heads House Improvements Completed
Delta Chi Deke, Winter 1967, p. 2
House Improvements Continue; Fireplace Repaired; Ceilings, Sprinklers Planned
In accordance with the re-furbishing efforts of recent years, house improvements have continued
this fall. The finishing touches are being put to the improvements in the second floor hallway,
largely completed last spring. The library fireplace, rendered unusable last winter by age and a
sagging foundation, is in the process of receiving a thorough face lifting, and we look forward to
welcoming the first snow with a roaring fire. Other improvements around the house have been of
a more individual nature. The sophomores returned this fall to attack their rooms with energy.
Most of their studies got a fresh paint job, and several of the brothers refinished the floors. Their
efforts have continued the steady improvement of the house’s appearance over the last few years.
The most ambitious project to be initiated this fall finds its origins outside the brotherhood. In
accordance with the University’s recent concern with fire prevention and control, a sprinkler
system must be installed in the house. The final plans have been approved and various pieces of
equipment for construction have arrived. The beginning of construction is expected at any time.
While the labyrinth of pipes required for such a system will detract from the house’s appearance,
especially on the first floor, we have gained modifications of the original design that allow the
pipes in the second floor studies to be hidden, by sunken ceilings. In those rooms already having
sunken acoustical tile ceilings, the pipes will be well hidden, and in the other rooms the pipes
will serve as added incentive to install such ceilings, one of the central objects of our long range
house improvement plans.
Looking several months ahead, spring pledges will probably find themselves engaged in
repainting the living room and the second floor landing. If they show any degree of manual
dexterity in these tasks, more grandiose efforts are in sight. By the end of this term we hope to
have a better house as a result of our efforts.
Delta Chi Deke, April 1967, p. 1
House Improvements Continue; Need More To Reach Our Goal
A massive house improvement program was put into action by the new administration on
Wednesday, Feb. 22, when President Tom Lee, ‘67, and Greg Furness, ‘69, supervised the
removal of the walls in the hallway of the old wing of the chapter house. Within five hours, the
floor was a mass of rubble and the air was completely filled with plaster dust. The old plaster
came down to make way for new walls of sheetrock which should improve the appearance of the
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house living quarters a great deal. By the time this paper goes to press, the renovation should be
complete.
Other plans for house improvements include: rebuilding the fireplace in the library which has
several loose bricks and is beginning to sink into the floor; carpeting the stairs between first and
third floors to reduce noise; repairing and replacing the fence around the tennis court; and finally,
new carpeting for the library, living room, and entry way.
The heating system installed last summer has shown its true worth in the last few months, and
the entire brotherhood has noted a marked improvement over the old coal burning furnace. Also,
the alumni suite was remodeled recently with, wood paneling, a lowered ceiling, and new
carpeting. We hope to finish the remainder of the improvements by the fall of next year.
Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXV, #67 (16 December 1968):
Curfew Chronology
March 14, 1962― The WSGA Assembly votes overwhelmingly to remove senior women’s
curfews.
April 2 1962― FCSA approves the WSGA measure on a trial basis only for one academic year.
Spring 1964― Agitation begins for abolishment of junior curfews. FCSA vetoes proposal,
agrees to reconsider the measure sometime in the future.
November 8, 1964― WSGA again passes measure abolishing junior curfews.
January 1965― After some shuttling between committees the FCSA approves the measure with
the stipulation that it will not consider the removal of sophomore curfews for at least one year
April 28 1967― WSGA passes resolution supporting abolition of curfews for second semester
sophomores. FCSA approves proposal.
April 12, 1968― First semester sophomore curfews abolished by FCSA after a March WSGA
referendum.
The above entities are the Faculty Committee on Student Affairs and the Women’s Student
Government Assembly.
Cornell Daily Sun, LXXXV, #67 (16 December 1968): Headline.
Abolition of Frosh Curfews Concludes Six-Year Trend
Delta Chi Deke, January 1969, p. 1
New Tiled Ceilings Help Dekes Study
Returning alumni this fall were pleasantly surprised to note several changes in the appearance of
the house. The various study rooms have seen considerable improvement in the last year, with
the addition of tiled ceilings which help both the lighting and acoustics. In addition to ceilings,
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the brothers have repainted most of the rooms according to their own taste. They range from a
rainforest of potted plants to psychedelic pads.
Future plans include a long over-due painting of the entire house. Vice President John Reed ‘70
has been investigating both this plan and several others for the general improvement of the
house. Last spring he worked on the outside, planting bushes and making a new DKE sign to
replace the old one which disappeared in a pledge raid. With the help of Steward Dave O’Day,
John is looking into the possibilities of a new lunch room off the kitchen to facilitate in serving
breakfast and lunch.
Delta Chi Deke, January 1969, p. 1
Bales Reports DKE Solidly In the Black;
Reserve Fund Initiated For “Lean Years”
The Deke House is continuing to maintain the solid financial position which has marked the past
several years of operation. More and more care is being taken to insure that active members pay
their bills regularly and do not run up large debts to the House. Progress has been made toward
collecting the past debts of recently graduated brothers. House bills were raised $3.50 per month
at the beginning of this term.
Following our enlightened “bill early and often” billing scheme, we collected and deposited over
$11,000 during the first five weeks of classes. Our total operating budget for the year will be
approximately $33,000. Another enlightened policy has been to put emphasis on careful
purchasing. The steward’s department has become particularly proficient in the art (they buy
potatoes by the ton), and they now do virtually all of the buying.
Our financial health shows up most clearly in a long term analysis. For several years we paid
$1,000 per year on notes taken on our behalf during earlier “lean” years. We have now paid all
that we were asked to pay on those notes. Also, as any good non-profit organization should, we
have been putting money aside in a reserve fund to see us through those deficit years which
occur from time to time. That reserve fund has been growing over the long run. With 35 active
brothers we foresee another year of “in the black” operation.
Howard Bales ‘68
Delta Chi Deke, January 1969, p. 1
President Finds DKE Versatile & Stable
Dear Alumni and Friends,
The September invasion of the brothers on 13 South Avenue usherd [sic] in the 98th year of our
chapter. The hectic week before classes saw the assimilation of the sophomores, the scramble of
the juniors to keep their rooms from being pilfered, and the complacency of the seniors as they
watched the annual frenzy. With the settling of the same dust on newly painted walls and newly
sanded floors, there were thirty brothers in the house and five living out, These men not only
strengthen the chapter, giving it versatility and interest, but will give the house economic
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stability, allowing an enlarged social program, better dining, and the prospect of improvements
on the physical plant.
I would like to take this opportunity to offer an open invitation to visit the Deke House. I think
you will be pleased and we would be more than happy to show our appreciation and hospitality.
Ed Taylor, Beta
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